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President's Column
Now that the 1988 elections are over,
maybe cooler heads will prevail. In the last
several months the anticipated fiver of
election-year proposals promising to rid
our streets of "criminals" emerged. Still,
it was hardly the meanest election in
American history.
For example, the Smithsonian Institution
recently reported this description of the
Republican candidate for second President
of the United States:
Tom Jefferson . . . a mean spirited,
low-lived fellow, the son of a halfbreed Indian Squaw, sired by a Virginia
mulatto father . . . raised wholly on
hoe-cake made of coarse-ground Sonthern corn, bacon and homing, with an
occasional . . . fricasseed bullfrog.
If elected, according to a Yankee newspaper, ". . . Murder, robbery, rape,
adultery and incest will be openly taught
and practiced."
Jefferson lost.
Still, this year confirmed that election
years invite bad conduct and outrageous
proposals from public employees and
officeholders in the area of criminal law.
For example, a Massachusetts prosecntor, Kevin Ross, was fired for falsifying
evidence in a cocaine investigation. He
slipped a phony address book, containing
the names of prominent Dukakis advisers,
into the state's evidence file. He got caught
because others in this office recognized his
handwriting. Ross confessed, saying he felt
the governor was soft on crime.
Consider the fiercely contested race for
city councilman in Wheeling, West Virginia. The incumbent, John Carenbauer,
called on his brethren to pass a resolution
requiring execution of DWI and drug
offenders.
The proposed law would allow police to
submit suspects to mandatory drug and
alcohol testing. If the test indicated that the
accused had driven while drunk or had in-

gested a controlled substance, the defendant would go into a special holding tank.
The next morning, all those in the tank
would be taken out and shot.
Just imagine the application of this ordinance in the television town of Mayberry. Otis, the loveable town drunk,
drives to the jail and, once again, dutifully
locks himself in a cell after his weekly
bender. The next morning Deputy Fife,
following the letter of the law, exterminates Otis with a volley of gunfire.
Says Councilman Carenbauer, "It's time
we got tough and showed them what War
is all about." I don't know what experience the Councilman has with the military,
but I do not believe it has ever been the
policy of the United States to execute
prisoners of war.
Another aspect of his praposal is that the
identities of prisoners should be kept secret
until after their executions. His rationale
is that all suspects would be treated equally and influential persons could not escape
punishment.
The Councilman views his proposal as
one of common sense. "After a couple of
years you would have a lot less people taking dope and driving drunk," he said.
On the national level, it appears that the
United States Congress is not above implementing any election-year idea, however ridiculous, that appears to punish
crime severely.
This year, majorities in the U ~ t e dStates
House of Representatives and the Senate
passed bills that would create a federal
death penalty for "drug kingpins," and for
murder committed in the course of a dope
deal.
The way the phrase "drug kingpin"
has been tossed about, a layperson might
believe it has a commonly accepted legal
definition. Can anyone state with precision
what this artful term means?
Besides, who thinks that state prosecutors will surrender their responsibility for
prosecuting street-shootings?

Ed Mallett

This legislation, if approved, would
threaten the local turf, the bread-and-butter
business, of elected district attorneys.
There's no way it would have a significant
impact on drug abuse in this country.
From June through September this past
summer, TCDLA Directors David Bires
and Kent Schaffer defended two alleged
"drug kingpins," folks the United States
Attorneys office announced were responsible for 70% of the crack cocaine in
Houston. The defendants were acquitted of
continuing criminal enterprise and conspiracy counts, at the end of the 13-week
trial. Meanwhile, the price and availability
of the drug was apparently uninfluenced
by the defendants' presence in the courtroom. Six of seven other defendants
"walked" on all charges.
At this writing it appears the "Death for
dope" legislation will not be enacted into
law, but only because election-year hysteria has subsided.
Maybe now that the holidays are upon
us, possibilities for acts of kindness, goodwill and charity will befall Mr. Carenbauer
and our politicians or, at least, capture the
public mood. All of us in the justice family are entering a season of togetherness,
when we celeblate those feelings of mutual
respect that draw us close to one another.
As they say in a county song: "For better
or worse, but not for long."
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Editor's Column

Judge Gordon Gray of Fort Worth
recently sent me an excerpt from the final
arguments of counsel which took place at
the end of a probation revocation case.
Judge Gray was so impressed with the
arguments that he resolved the matter at
issue with shock probation. He viewed the
presentations of the attorneys as "magnificent," and rare for a probation revocation
hearing. Judge Gray concluded his letter:
"Enjoy your magazine but you need more
variety-keep up the good work." We
need all the variety we can get-so we
decided to include the excerpts which
Judge Gray took the time to send. Don
Peavy was the attorney for the defense and
Timmie White was the prosecutor for the
Tarrant County District Attorney's Office.
THE COURT: Anything else, Mr.
Peavy?
MR. PEAVY: Just a few statements,
Your Honor.
THE COURT: Okay. Go ahead.
MR. PEAVY: Your Honor, I believe that this case again dramatizes
what happened in a revolving-door
system. The probation officer, Miss
Sprinkle, when she interviewed this
young man knew at that point that he
didn't have a place to live, knew at that
point he didn't have a source of income.
She knew at that point he did not have
any relatives in this area. She knew at
that point he was from Memphis, Tennessee. Yet, this man was ordered by
the Court to pay certain amount of fees.
What Miss Sprinkle should have done
is she should have brought it, either to
the Court's attention or at least to this
4 VOICEfor the Defetrse 1 November 1988

man's attention, the availability of programs like Second Chance, Volunteers
of America, and several other halfway
house programs in which Tarrant County has entered into agreements and associations to help people, people just like
Mr. Austin.
Street people are a national disgrace
and a national problem to this country.
And we have a responsibility, those of
us in the Criminal Justice System, to add r y s that problem. And this is a prime
example of what happens when we fail
our responsibility to our citizens, people with less wherewith than we ourselves, or for whatever makes us
different from them.
Miss Sprinkle had an opportunity, the
last clear chance, to keep this young
man from coming back to the Criminal
Justice System. And she failed in that
responsibility. She let-she let us down,
she let the State of Texas down. And
this is a pmhlem that the Court has an
opportunity to set right today.
Mr. Austin can go to Second Chance.
Second Chance will provide h i with
a very intensive program for the first
six months. He will be in what they call
their recovery program where he will
receive counseling, intense group therapy to help address his alcohol problem.
The next three months he'll be in
what is called their halfway prognun.
And that program he will-they will
find him a job, assist him in getting
transportation so he can get to and from
work, and to help him pay the fees
which the court has ordered him to pay.
The next phase of the program would

Kerry P. FiteGerald

-

be to heln him eet into the comunitv

They wifl h e l p k n find a place to st&:
and to continue him into his work
program.
I believe a program, a structural environment like this, is what this young
man needs to help him get his life back
together.
The evidence shows that he's not
committed any-well, he's committed
some serious offensea, certainly breaking into a car and an abandoned school
is serious, but it is not life threatening.
And it's up to himself-in the burglary
to the school he cut himself up and then
to-to be attended to medically.
The only harm so far this young man
has done is to himself, And I believe
he's deserving of a second chance, and
his probation should be reinstated. He
should be placed on probation for the
burglary offense and sent to Second
Chance.
THE COURT: Mr. White?
MR. WHITE: Judge, certainly-and
I don't-I don't think anybody in this
courtroom would disagree with Mr.
Peavy that our country and our society
has a terrible problem as far as people
being on the streets. It's an embarrassment, I think, for a nation as wealthy
as ours to have so many people who

don't have any place to live. And don't
think that my heart is hardened against
this man for that reason.
But the simple fact that he doesn't
have a place to stay, and he doesn'the has a drinking problem doesn't mean
that once they turn him loose on the
streets the whole world is his oyster and
everything out there, every citizen in
Tarrant County is simply a shopping
center for the likes of Gregory V.
Austin, for-for him to be able to go
in and out of people's property and take
what he wants when he needs to take
it and when he wants to take it.
Now, you heard him when he got on
the witness stand, and you heard Mr.
Peavy talk about how he has a drinking problem. But the one thing you
never heard when he was on that stand
was him say, well, you know, I got out
and tried to find a job, and everything
I tried, none of it worked for me. You
haven't heard him make that statement
one time.
And granted, maybe Susan Sprinkle,
in what she did, maybe she let everybody down just like this man said,
but you can-you can place the blame
everywhere you want to and on anybody you want to, ultimately where it
rests is right over there with Gregory
V. Austin. And if he's ever to succeed
in our society, Your Honor it has to
begin with him.
Igrant it we have aproblem with the
homeless, we have a problem with people who drink, but I have to ask you,
and I know Susan Sprinkle would want
me to ask you, where does it start? Our
Legislature has failed to take any steps
to redress the problem, and I think ultimately where it's going to rest is down
there in Austin.
I can't take him home with me, you
didn't hear Mr. Peavy volunteer to take
him home with him and give him a
place to stay or train him in a job. There
are a lot of people out there like him,
but what can we do with him?
Not one time did you hear him when
he was on that stand say, well, you
know, I went out and I have a terrible
drinking problem and I tried to gei steps
to stop drinking. You haven't heard any
testimony from that this morning. And
he took the stand. Ultimately where

it rests and the responsibility has to
rests-it is with him and those likehim.
Now, I recommend that he be sent to
the Texas Department of Corrections
for a short period of time. And that if
he wants to clean up his act, and if he
wants to stop drinking, and he wants to
stop stealing, put the burden on him.
Let him serve his time and come back
and be just Jike any other member of
society, get a job, go to AA andand-and if he wants to succeed, I submit to you he can succeed.
But Susan Sprinkle is not the answer.
Tim White in the DA's Oftice is not the
answer. And I'm not trying to be critical, but I don't think Judge Gordon
Gray is. We just don't have it, Judge.
I'd recommend a short time in the
Texas Department of Corrections.
THE COURT: That's not critical.
I'm not the answer.
MR. PEAVY: Your Honor, if I may
respond THE COURT: I've known that for
twenty years. Sir?
MR. PEAVY: I don't believe that
sending this young man to the Texas
Department of Corrections is the
answer. You send him to TDC he's
now going to come hack with two
felony couvictions. He's not going to
he able to find a job or anything else.
TDC is just going to cut him loose.
I honestly believe that sending this
man to Second Chance will give him
just that, a second chance to try to get
his life straight.
He testified that he's willing togoout
there and try to get his drinking problem
taken care of and get some help for himself. I thiihe's made the first step, and
it's up to us to help him out and take
a second step with him.
THE COURT: Okay. I appreciate
the argument. Y'all have addressed a
serious social problem in this country
that most lawyers don't address, you
know. They ignore it. We need more
people interested in the problems of
society and trying to help these people
rather than just warehouse them.
But I've got an idea. Stand up.
I'll find beyond a reasonable doubt
you violated your probation as set out
in Paragraph 1 and 2 of the State's petition. I'll revoke it. You're sentenced to

five years. It's the order of the Court
that the Sheriff transport you to Huntsville, there to serve this sentence as required by law. After you've sewed to
150 days, which is five months, I'll
place you back on probation and put
you in Second Chance. Do you want to
do that?
THE DEFENDANT: Yes, sir.
THE COURT: Are you willing to
tw to helo vourselfl
-THE D'E~ENDANT:yes, sir.
THE COURT: Okay. If you'll file
the motion, Mr. Peavy, I'll do it.
MR. PEAVY: Yes, sir. Thank you,
Your Honor.
THE COURT: That's all.

.

We were delizhted to learn that one of
our columnists, Jack Murray, who writes
"The Investigator" column, was the recipient of the prestigious 1987-1988
Editor-Publisher Award given by the National Association of Legal Investigators.
The award was based upon his article "Defending the Battered Woman Who Kills,"
which was published in the April 1988
issue of the VOICE and which also appeared in the journal of the National
Association of Legal Investigators.
We would also like to recognize Leon
Haley, Jr. of Fort Worth who won his first
case on appeal in the Ricky Lyn Rodgers
case, which was summarized in the March
1988 issue of the VOICE.
We have just been notified that the
National Coalition to Abolish the Death
Penalty is having its Annual Convention
at SMU November 18-20, 1988. Written
materials will he available. For further information please contact chairperson
Robert Bryan, Attorney at Law in San
Francisco at (415) 563-1211.
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most recent example of this pattern is the
Court of Criminal Appeals' adoption of the
federal probable cause standard.
At the same time, however, Texas law
is more restrictive than the federal law in
some aspects. Par instance, the provisions
found in Chapter 14 of the Code of Criminal Procedure impose separate and distinct
requirements on warrantless arrests not
found under federal law.
In order to alleviate some of the tension
imposed on defense attorneys, and in an
effort to assist attorneys in keeping up to
date in this area of the law, I have prepared
D. INEVITABLE DISCOVERY
this article on warrantless searches and
DOCTRINE
seizures. Ineluded are recent cases on the
E. Goon P A ~ T HEXCE~TIONTO
usual topics such as exceptions to the
T l I H BXCLUSIONARY RULE.
search and arrest warrant requirements.
VI. TRJAL RULES.
New developments are also included, such
A. MOTIONS TO SUPPRESS.
as
the recent adoption of the federal prob1. Burdens of proof.
able cause standard under State law and the
2. Judge's role.
new direction of the Court of Criminal Ap3. Hearsay evidence.
4. Defendant's testimony.
peals is taking toward warrantless arrests
B. PRESERVATION OF ERROR.
based on imminent escape. Last, analyses
are included where the Court of Criminal
VII. APPEAL RULES.
Appeals
has set down rules which are not
A. PRIOR APPELLATE COURT
justified, such as the State's right to raise
CONSlDERATlON OF
DEFENSE ISSUES.
standing for the first time on appeal. An
B. STANDING RAISED BY THE
index has been provided at the beginning
STATE ROR THE PlRST TIME
of this article for easier reference.
ON APPEAL.
With these ideas, I hope that this article
C. STANDARDS OF REVIEW.
1. Error if defense evidence is
serves to inform you of the current state
exoluded.
of the law so that yon effectively defend
2. Error if State evidence is
your clients. You may not, however, like
admillal.
what
you find. As the adage goes, "If you
3. Reversible error.
don't like the weather in Texas, wait five
minutes and it will change." If you do not
INTRODUCTION
agree with the rules as they currently exThe law regarding warrantless searches ist, just wait until the next suhmi&ion
and seizures is applicable to many criminal week.
prosecutions. The law, however, like the
I. GENERAL LAWS
weather in Texas, is always changing.
Both the United States Supreme Court and
the Court of Criminal Appeals expand, A. SEARCH DEFINED.
restrict or modify the rules continuously.
The Fourth Amendment to the United
Given the relevance and changeability of
the law regarding warrantless searches and States Constitution provides that the:
seizures, defense attorneys must make
"right of the people to be secure in their
every effort to keep up with the changes
persons, houses, papers, and effects,
so that they may better represent their
against unreasonable searches and seiclients.
."
zures, shell not be violated .
This task is made more difficult because
Texas search and seizure law moves in two
For Fourth Amendment search law purdirections at once. The Court of Criminal
Appeals interprets Texas constitutional poses, a search may he defined as an inprovisions on search and seizure in lock- trusion into an area in which a person has
step with the interpretation given federal a reasonable expectation of privacy. See
provisions by tL: Supreme Court. The Katz v. United States, 389 U S . 347, 88
MAKING A WARRANTLESS
ARREST" ART. 14.05,
V.A.C.C.P.
1. "In each ease enumerated"
where warrantlea arrests are
permilled.
2. The officer or person making
the arrest.
3. Measures available in arrests
under wanants.
I. PRBTEXT ARRESTS.

..

S.Ct. 507, 19 L.Ed.2d 576 (1967) and
Smith v. Maryknd, 442 US.735,99 S.Ct.
2577, 61 L.Ed.2d 220 (1979). A seizure
occurs when there is a meaningful interference with a person's possessory interest
in property or freedom of movement. See
United States v. Jacobson, 466 U S . 109,
104 S.Ct. 1652, 80 L.Ed.2d 85 (1984).
The federal right is construed to protect
persons against governmental interference,
and is wholly inapplicable to searches or
seizures made by private individuals not
acting as agents of the government. Id.
Article I, Sec. 9 of the Texas Constitution provides:
The people shall be secure in their persons, houses, papers and possessions,
from all unreasonable seizures or
searches. . .

.

This right is reiterated in Art. 1.06,
V.A.C.C.P. The basic purpose of the
Texas constitutional provision is the same
as that underlying the Fourth Amendment:
to safeguard the privacy and security of individuals against arbitrary invasion by
governmental officials. Meekr v. State, 692
S.W.2d 504 f.Tex.Cr.App. 1985).
Article 38.23 (a), V.A.C.C.P., provides
a statutory remedy for evidence acquired
improperly:
No evidence obtained by an officer or
other person in violation of any provisions of the Constitution or laws of the
State of Texas, or of the Constitution
or laws of the United States of America,
shall be admitted in evidence against the
accused on the trial of any criminal
case.
Texas search and seizure law is interpreted
in harmony with the Fourth Amendment
to the United States Constitution. See
Eisenhauer v. State, -S.W.2d
-(Tex.Cr.App. No. 149-85, delivered March 23, 1988); Osban v. State, 726
S.W.2d 107 (Tex.Cr.App. 1987) and
Brow v. Sate, 657 S.W.2d 797 (Tex.Cr.
App. 1983).
In Long v. State, 532 S.W.2d 591 (Tex.
Cr.App. 1975), "search" was defined to
mean a "quest for, a looking for, or a
seeking out of that which offends thelaw."
The essence of a search is the determination that the expectation of privacy in the
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area searched is reasonable. In Chapa v.
State, 729 S.W.2d 723 (Tex.Cr.App.
19871, the Court of Criminal Appeals held
that the litmus for determining the existence of a legitimate expectation of privacy
as to a particular defendant has two factors:
1. Did the defendant exhibit by his or
her conduct an actual (subjective) expectation of privacy; and
2. Was that expectation of privacy one
'that society is prepared to recognize as
reasonable.
In the following cases, the Supreme
Court held that there was no reasonable expectation of privacy:
Cal$ornia v. Greenwood, -U S .
108 S.Ct. 1625, -L.Ed.2d
( N o . 86-1357, delivered May 16,
1988): No legitimate expectation of privacy in garbage left outside the curtilage
of a home.
UnitedStotes v. Dttnrt, 107S.Ct. 1134,
94 L.Ed.2d 326 (1987): No expectation of
privacy in a barn located 50 yards from the
fence surrounding the home and 60 yards
from home itself, where the barn was not
within the curtilage of home.
Dow Chemical Co. v. UnitedStates, 106
S.Ct. 1819, (1986): No legitimate expectation of privacy in the open fields surrounding an industrial complex.
California v. Cimolo, 476 U.S. 207
(1986): No legitimate expectation of privacy in a backyard when surveillancewas
conducted from a private plane flying at
an altitude of 1,000 feet.
New York v. Class, 106 S.Ct. 960
(1986): No reasonable expectation of privacy in the Vehicle IdentificationNumber,
and officer's reaching into vehicle to move
papers on the dashboard which obstructed
the VIN was a reasonable search. See
Wood v. State, 632 S.W.2d 734 (Tex.
Cr.App. 1982) (Officers had probable
cause to believe that two of three vehicles
were stolen, so minimal intrusion caused
by opening the door of the third vehicle
to check the VIN where no damage was
done and no other search occurred was
authorized.)
Oliver v, UnitedStates, 104 S.Ct 1735
(1984): No legitimate expectation of privacy in unoccupied areas outside the curtilage of a dwelling, referred to as "open
fields. " In Texas, however, regardless of
the expectation of privacy, evidence seized
from an illegal trespass under Sec.
30.05(a)(l) of the Penal Code would not

he admissible according to Art. 38.23,
V.A.C.C.P.
Illinois v. Andreas, 463 U S . 765, 103
S.Ct. 3319,77 L.Ed.2d 1003 (1983): No
legitimate expectation of privacy in a container once government agents have lawfully opened the wntainer and identified
the contents as illegal. Closing or resealing the container does not reestablish
privacy rights.
United States v. Knotts, 460 U S . 276,
103 S.Ct. 1081, 75 L.Ed.2d 55 (1983):
Monitoring beeper which was placed in a
container of chemical used to manufacture
illicit drugs and used to follow the transportation of the drugs did not invade a
legitimate expectation of privacy.
Unitedstates v. Payner, 447 U S . 727,
100 S.Ct. 2439, 65 L.Ed.2d 468 (1980):
No legitimate expectation of privacy in
hank account information voluntarily conveyed to banks.
In the following cases, the Supreme
Court held that there was a reasonable expectation of privacy:
O'Connor v. Ortega, 107 S.Ct. 1492
(1987): Legitimate expectation of privacy
in desk and file cabinets kept in office.
Wwton v. Lee, 470 US. 753,105 S.Ct.
1611,84 L.Ed.2d 665 (1985): Surgery to
retrieve bullet that would be used as evidence against the defendant was an intmsion on the defendant's reasonable expectation of privacy in his body.
Katz v. United States, 389 U.S. 347,88
S.Ct. 505, 19 L.Ed.2d 576 (1967): Reasonable expectation of privacy in a telephone booth.
In the following cases, the Texas Court
of Criminal Appeals found that there was
no reasonable expectation of privacy:
Voetkel v. Stare, 717 S.W.2d 314 (Tex.
Cr.App. 1986): Noreasonableexpectation
of privacy in hotel room when officers
were summoned to room at manager's request to evict defendant.
Mutder v. State, 707 S.W.2d 908 (Tex.
Cr.App. 1986): No reasonable expectation
in photographs of a defendant's wounds
taken at the jail after the defendant was
arrested.
Mamy v. State, 621 S.W.2d 619 (Tex.
Cr.App. 1981): No expectation of privacy
in the public waiting room of a doctor's
office,
Gilleft v. State, 588 S.W.2d 361 (Tex.
Cr.App. 1979): No reasonable expectation
of privacy in a dressing room in Poley's
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where posted sign indicated that the dressing rooms were under surveillance.
Green v. State, 566 S.W.2d 578 (Tex.
Cr.App. 1978): No expectation of privacy
in peep show booth where curtain wvering exit of the booth was left partially open.
The Court of Criminal Appeals held that
there was a reasonable expectation of
privacy in the following
.cases:
Crosby v. State, - S.W.2d
-(Tex.Cr.App. No. 1128 a1129-85,
delivered November 12. 1987):
, Legitimate
expectation of privacy in singer's dressing
room.
Chapa v. State, 729 S.W.2d 723 (Tex.
Cr.App. 1987): Passenger in a taxicab has
a reasonable expectation of privacy in the
area in which he sits.
Wheeler v. State, 659 S.W.2d 381 (Tex.
Cr.App. 1983): Legitimateexpectationof
privacy in greenhouse.
Liebman v. State, 652 S.W.2d 942
(Tex.Cr.App. 1983): Legitimate expectation in "glory hole" booth in an adult
theater.
The Liebma~~
case resulted in a somewhat unfair disposition. There were
two defendants, Bloomer and Liebman,
charged with committing public lewdness.
Bloomer entered booth 14 and Liebman
entered the adjacmt booth 15 of the coin
operated movie arcade section of an adult
theater. The booths had a large hole cut
waist high into the common side, where
one patron would engage in sexual conduct
with the patron in the neighboring booth.
The officers viewed Bloomer in booth 14
flush against the wall. Liebman, occupying booth 15, was presumably performing
sexual contact with Bloomer through the
hole in fhe wall. The Court of Criminal
Appeals noted that Bloomer had an expectation of privacy in hooth 14, but Liebman
did not have an expectation of privacy in
Bloomer's booth. Thus, Bloomer could
contest admission of evidence obtained in
violation of his expectation of privacy, but
Liebman could not to the extent that the
evidence was obtained from surveillance
of hooth 14. Bloomer's conviction was
reversed but Liebman's was affirmed.

-

B. SITUATIONS WHERE
NO SEARCH OCCURS.
In some situations, seizures are permitted because no search takes place.
1. Public view. In Katz v. United

States, 389 U.S. 347, 88 S.Ct. 507, 19
L.Ed.2d 576 (1967), the Supreme Court
noted that the Fourth Amendment does not
protect that which a person knowingly exposes to public view. Again, the issue is
the expectation of privacy in the area. In
Card~uellv. Lewis, 417 U S . 583, 94
S.Ct. 2464, 41 L.Ed.2d 325 (1974), the
Supreme Court noted that no Fourth
Amendment rights were violated when officers examined the tires of and took
exterior paint sample scrapings from a
vehicle parked in a public place. See also
Johnson v. State, 469 S.W.2d 581 (Tex.
Cr.App. 1971); and Palmer v. State, 475
S.W.2d 797 (Tex.Cr.App. 1972).
The VIN cases could also be considered
situations where no search has occurred.
See New Yolk v. Class, supra. See also
Wood v. State, 632 S.W.2d 734 (Tex.Cr.
App. 1982).
The public view dmtrine also extends to
the use of visual aids. For instance. in
Wheeler v. State, 659 S.W.2d 381 (Tex.
Cr.App. 1982) (opinion on rehearing), the
Court of Criminal Appeals held that use
of a visual aid such as binoculars will constitute a search if the device invades an area
covered by a reasonable expectation of
privacy. Also, in Onogre v. State, 474
S.W.2d 699 (Tex.Cr.App. 1972), the
Court beld that shining a flashlight through
the window of an automobile to aid the officer's view does not constitute a search.
2. Public scent. Courts have also held
that no search occurs when a dog sniffs an
area or container located in a public place.
In United Stares v. Place, 462 U S . 696,
103 S.Ct. 2637, 77 L.Ed.2d 110 (1983),
the Supreme Court held tbat exposure of
a traveler's luggage, which was located in
a public place, to a narcotics detection
trained dog did not constitute a search for
purposes of the Fourth Amendment. In
Sfrout v. State, 688 S.W.2d 188
(Tex.App.-Amarillo 1985, p.d.r. ref'd),
the Court of Appeals held that no search
occurred when the dog sniffed in an aisle
in front of the defendant's safety deposit
box. A search may occur, however, if the
item sniffedwas located in an area covered
by a reasonable expectation of privacy.
The United States Court of Appeals for
the Fourth Circuit held that a reasonable
suspicion that a train passenger is carryIng drugs is all that is necessary for police
to have the authority to employ trained
dog\ to sniff the, aveler's luggage inside

his private sleeping compartment. United
States v. Whitehead, 4th Cir., No. 875120, May 24, 1988. In this case, police
suspected the defendant was carrying drugs
as he traveled from Miami to New York
on an Amtrak train. The defendant allowed
the police to enter his private "roomette"
but objected when the dogs were brought
in to sniff his luggage. After the dogs
alerted the police to the possible presence
of drugs, a warrant was obtained and cocaine was found in one suitcase. The
greater part of this opinion focused on
whether the "roomette" was more akin to
a home than a car. The Court concluded
that the dogs' brief entry into the roomette
did not breach the security of the defendant's effects or entail a significant encroachment on his privacy.
3. Abandonment. If a person abandons property, and thereby relinquishes
any expectation of privacy he or she may

have in the property, no search occurs if
the property is seized and inspected. See
generally Able v. United States, 362 U S .
217,80 S.Ct. 683,4 L.Ed.2d 668 (1960).
The Court of Criminal Appeals adheres
to the abandonment doctrine but requires
proof of two components: first, the defendant must intend to abandon the property;
and second, the decision to abandon must
be freely made, not merely the product of
police misconduct. Corner V . State,
S. W.2d -(Tex.Cr.App.
No. 265-84, delivered April 13, 1988).
The Court added in the Comer opinion,
"to resolve abandonment issues there must
be a determination of whether the accused
voluntarily abandoned the property independent of any police conduct." Slip op.
at 3. Cases such as Clapp v. State, 639
S.W.2d 949 (Tex.Cr.App. 1982), Rodriguez v. State, 689 S.W.2d 227 (Tex.Cr.
App. 1985), McCIain v. State, 505 S.W.Zd
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lion was affirmed, the South Carolina
Supreme Court held that it was error to
give the instruction. Thereafter Yates
sought relief through a Writ of Habeas
Corpus, arguing that the burden shifting
instruction given at his trial was unconstitutional under both state law, Sandstrom V. Montana, 442 U S . 510 (1979)
and Francis v. Franklin, 471 U.S. 307
(1985). His Writ was denied without written opinion and the Supreme Court granted
certiorari.
The Supreme Court vacated the judgment of the South Carolina Supreme Court
and remanded. The South Carolina
Supreme Court determined that Yates' trial
suffered from the same infirmities present
in Franklin, hut held that he was not entitled to relief under state law. The South
Carolma Court did not address the federal
questions. The Supreme Court reversed.
Justice Stevens had little trouble in concluding that the due process clause of the
Fourteenth Amendment protects the accused against conviction except upon proof
beyond a reasonable doubt of every fact
necessary to constitute the crime with
which he has been charged. Further, it is
axiomatic and an elementary constitutional
principle that prohibits the state from
using an evidentiary presun~ptionin a jury
charge that has the effect of relieving the
state of its burden of persuasion beyond a
reasonable doubt of every essential element
of the crime. The Supreme Court took the
South Carolina Court to task for failing to
decide whether or not Yates' conviction
should stand in view of the federal law
without regard to the state theory.
The court also made short work of the
argument of the South Carolina Attorney
Cicncral that a newly announcud conslitw
lionnl rule should not he amlictl retroiiclively to cases pending on collateral
review. The court pointed out that Sandstrom v. Montana was decided eight years
prior to the commission of the offense, and
Francis v. Franklin did not announce a new
rule, only an application of the principle
that governed the decision in Sandstram.
In another death penalty case, Maynard
v. Cartright, 108 S.Ct. 1853 (1988), the
court struck down the statutory aggravating
circumstances established by Oklahoma
law permitting the imposition of the death
penalty upon a finding that a murder was
"
especially heinous, atrocious, or cruel"

..

because the provision did not, absent a
narrowing co~lstrrrctionby the state court,
provide jurors with adequate guidance for
the exercise of sentencing discretion and
therefore was unconstitutionally vague
under the Eighth Amendment.
The facts in Maynard, although gruesome, are not relevant to the discussion
here since the Supreme Court held that the
language of the Oklahoma statute ran afoul
of its rulings in Furrnan v. Georgia, 408
U S . 238, and Godfie), v. Georgia, 446
U.S. 420. The proper test for vagueness
focuses on whether the challenged aggravating circumstance adequately informs the
jury as to what it must find in order to impose the death penalty or whether it leaves
the jury with unchallenged discretion to
make an arbitrary and capricious decision.
Thejury specifically found that the defendant had committed a murder that was
especially heinous, atrocious, and cruel,
and finding that the aggravating circumstances outweighed the mitigating circumstances, imposed the death penalty.
The Supreme Court reasoned that, on
their face, the words "heinous, atrocious
and cruel" did not offer sufficient guidance
to the jury to escape the strictures of its
judgment in Furman v. Georgia. The court
discussed its due process approach to
vagueness under the Eighth Amendment,
noting that objections to vagueness under
the due process clause rest on the lack of
notice and hence may be overcome in any
specific case where reasonable persons
would know that their conduct is at risk.
Claims of vagueness directed at aggravating circu~nstancesdefined in capital punishment statutes are analyzed under the
Eighth Amendment and characteristically
irsserl that thc clialle~lgcdprovision fiiils to
;tduau;~t~.lv
infirm wiec of what tllev muat
find to impose the death penalty, and as
a result leaves them with the kind of openended discretion which was held invalid in
Furman. In Furman, the court held that
there was no principled means to distinguish those that received the death penalty
from those who did not.
The language of the Oklahoma statutc is
virtually identical to that struck down in
Godfrey v. Georgia where the aggravating circumstance permitted the imposition
of the death penalty if the offense was
"outrageously or wantonly vile, horrible,
or inhuman in that it involved torture,
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depravity of mind, or an aggravated battery to the victim." The Supreme Court
held that there was nothing in these words
standing alone that implies any inherent
restraint on the arbitrary and capricious infliction of the death sentence. A person of
ordinary sensibility could clearly characterize any murder as outrageously or wantonly vile, horrible, or inhuman. Therefore
there was no principled way to distinguish
in which case the death penalty would he
imposed from the many in which it was
not. The Supreme Court held that Godfrey
squarely controlled the disposition of
Maynard in that the language "especially
heinous, atrocious, or cruel" gave no more
guidance than "outrageous or wantonly
vile, horrible or inhuman," the language
of the Georgia statute.
The state argued that the death penalty
should stand because the jury found two
aggravating circumstances, one of which
was unchallenged and sufficient to sustain
the sentence. However, the court found
there was no provision for curing on appeal the consideration of an invalid aggravated circumstance under Oklahoma law.
Therefore, the case was remanded to state
courts for a redetermination of the appropriateness of the sentence. The Supreme
Court noted however that the Oklahoma
courts had begun to construe the "heinous,
atrocious, or cruel aggravating circumstances as murders in which torture or
serious physical abuse was present." If the
Oklahoma Supreme Court continues to
narrow its construction of the broad language of the statute, a different result
might obtain.
In McCoy v. Court of Appeals of Wisconsin, 108 S.Ct. 1895 (1988), the Court
upheld a discussion requirement under
Wisconsin law, which required a court appointed lawyer filing an Anders brief
which asserted that the appeal was wholly
frivolous to also prepare a brief statement
of why the particular cases, statutes, or
facts in the record lead the attorney to
believe that the appeal lacked merit, is constitutional under the Sixth and Fourteenth
Amendments.
McCoy, an indigent, appealed his conviction for sexual assault and a court
appointed attorney represented him on appeal. After studying the case, the attorney
advised him that further appellate proceedings would be con~pletelyuseless and

that McCoy had three options: he could
voluntarily dismiss theappeal; he could go
forward without a lawyer; or he could
authorize the attorney to file a brief that
would present the strongest arguments
possible in support of the appeal, but
would also advise the court of the lawyer's
conclusion that the appeal was frivolous.
McCoy selected the latter option.
Counsel then prepared a brief which the
Supreme Court characterized as "schizo.phrenic." In his role as advocate for appellant, counsel stated the facts, advanced
four arguments for reversal, and prayed
that the conviction be set aside. In his role
as officer of thecourt, counsel stated that
further appellate proceedings on behalf of
his client would be frivolous and without
any arguable merit, and prayed that he be
permitted to withdraw. Thus in the same
document the lawyer advanced arguments
for his client warranting the reversal, and
also stated that those arguments were
wholly without merit. Counsel failed to
comply with the Wisconsin requirement
that his brief contain an explanation of the
reasons for his conclusions that the
grounds of error were frivolous. Instead
counsel argued that it would he unethical
and contrary to Anders to discuss the
reasons why the appeal lacked merit.
When counsel could not successfully obtain an appellate ruling on the constitutionality of the rule, he petitioned the
Wisconsin Supreme Court by Writ, which
held that it was up to the court to decide
whether an appeal was frivolous; the discussion rule assisted the court in making
that determination.
The Supreme Court adopted the reasoning of the Wisconsin court and held that
neither paid nor appointed counsel may
deliberately mislead the court with respect
to either the facts or the law, or consume
the time and energies of the court or the
opposing party by advancing frivolous
arguments. An attorney, whether appointed or paid, is therefore under an
ethical obligation to refuse to prosecute a
frivolous appeal. Further, the court held
that an attorney has no duty or right to
pester a court with frivolous arguments
which could not conceivably persuade the
court and that if he in good faith believes
that there are no other arguments that he
can make in his client's behalf, he is honor
hound to so advise the court and seek l a v e
to withdraw as cuuusel.

In Anders, the court held that a Motion
to Withdraw n~usthe accompanied by a
brief referring to anything in the record
that might arguably support the appeal,
The Supreme Court did not embrace counsel's argument that thediscussionrequirement forced him to actually argue against
his own client. Instead the court held that
"as so construed, the rule appears to require the attorney to cite principle cases,
statutes and facts in the record that support
the conclusion that the appeal is meritless." The rule also requires a brief statement of why these citations lead the
attorney to believe the appeal lacks merit.
The court held such a rule as far as the
federal constihltion is concerued, is entirely unobjectionable.
JusticeBrennan along with Justices Marshall and Blackmun dissented noting that
"the court today reneges on longstanding
assurances by permitting a state to force
its appointed defender of the indigent to advocate against his client upon unilaterally
concluding that the client's appeal lacks
merit." He further noted that theconstitution strictly limits appointed counsel's
latitude to depart from the role of the
defender either by declining to advocate at
all, or worse yet, by opposing the client
at the time when counsel believes that his
client's appeal lacks merit. In affirming
the judgment of the Wisconsin Supreme

I

I

Court, the United States Supreme Court
has in this circumstance transformed counsel into a prosecutor against his client,
while the state may sit on thesidelines and
never need respond.
In Wheat v. United States, 108 S.Ct.
1692 (1988), the Supreme Court held that
a federal district court had a unilateral duty
to take such measures as are appropriate
to protect criminal defendants against conflicts of interest including the issuance of
separate representation orders.
Jury Argument-Reference
to Defendant's Failure to Testify
United States v. Robinson, 108 S.Ct 864
(1988)

Defendant Robinson was tried for mail
fraud, in a case involving arson related insurance cIaims. The defendant had leased
a truck stop, and when business began to
deteriorate, he increased the insurance
coverage and then a fire destroyed the
premises. About one year later, the defendant loaded up his truck with household
furnishings and left for California, ostensibly to visit a relative. One hour after his
departure, his house was consumed by a
fire. Insurance claims where filed on both
occasions.
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used it to kill him. Petitioner was convicted
of murder and sentenced to death. At the
conclusion of the sentencing hearing, the
jury found three aggravating circumstances, any one of which, as a matter of
Petitioner further argued that the trial Mississippi law, would have been suffiCourt's error abridged his right to an im- cient to support a capital sentence.
partial jury based upon Gray v. MissisThe jury found the following three agsippi, 481 U.S. -,
107 S.Ct. 2045,95 gravating circumstances:
L.Ed.2d 622 (1987). During jury selection
(1) that the defendant Johnson was prein Gray, the State used several of its 12 viously convicted of a felony involving the
peremptory challenges to remove jurors use or threat of violence to the person of
opposed to the death penalty whom the h i d another;
Court should have excluded for cause
(2) that the defendant Johnson comunder Witherspoon.After the State had ex- mitted the capital murder for the purpose
ercised all of its peremptory challenges, a of avoiding arrest or effecting an escape
prospectivejuror Bounds stated during voir from custody; and
dire that although she was opposed to the
(3) the capital murder was especially
death penalty, she could vote to impose it heinous, atrocious and cruel.
in appropriate circumstances. The State
After weighing the mitigating circumargued that prior "for cause" rulings had stances and aggravating circumstances one
been erroneously denied by the Court and against the other, the jury found that the
the Court should therefore restore one of aggravating circumstances outweighed the
its peremptory challenges so that the State mitigating circumstances and that the
could remove Bounds. Apparently to defendant should suffer the penalty of
correct these earlier rulings, the Court ex- death.
cused Bounds for cause. A closely divided
At the sentencing phase, the State introCourt reversed Gray's sentence concluding duced a copy of a commitment to prison
that the removal of Bounds was erroneous in 1963 following petitioner's conviction
under Ada1n.s and Witt and that the error in New York for the crime of secondcould not be considered harmless. Peti- degree assault with intent to commit firsttioner relied heavily upon the Gray Court's degree rape. In 1987 the New York Court
statement that "the relevant inquiry is of Appeals reversed that conviction, find'whether the jury panel as a whole could ing that tbe petitioner.had been unconstituhave been affected by the trial Court's tionally deprived of his right to appeal.
error.' " The Supreme Court declined to This reversal occurred after Johnson's
extend the rule of Gray beyond its context. Mississippi conviction and while the
The Goy rule as modified by Ross (Rehn- case was pending before the Mississippi
quist, White, O'Connor, Scalia and Ken- Supreme Court. Nevertheless, over the
nedy) is that reversal is not required if state dissent of three justices, the Mississippi
law (as in Oklahoma) requires a party to Supreme Court denied petitioner's motion
attempt to correct such error by using a seeking postconviction relief from the
peremptory challenge, and this attempt death sentence on the ground that the New
leads to a change in jury composition. York conviction was invalid and could not
Error then is grounds for reversal only if be used as an aggravating circumstance,
the defendant exhausts all peremptory During the sentencing phase, the prosecuchallenges and an incompetent juror is tor repeatedly urged the jury to give this
forced on him.
prior conviction weight in connection with
its assigned task of balancing aggravating
Johnson v. Mississippi, 108 S.Ct. 1981 and mitigating circumstances one against
(1988)
the ather.
The question in this case was whether
Petitioner Johnson and three companions allowing petitioner's death sentence to
were stopped for speeding by u ~ i s s i s s i ~ ~stand
i although based in part on a vacated
Hiehwav Patrolman. While the officor was conviction violated the Eighth Amendment
searching the car, petitioner stabbed him prohibition against cruel and unusual punand, in the ensuing struggle, one of his ishment, particularly because decisions imcompanions obtained the officer's gun and posing death cannot be predicated on mere
of those twelve jurors, however, was
challenged for cause by petitioner, and
he has never suggested that any of the
twelve was not impartial.

- .
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caprice or on factors that are constitutionally impermissibleor totally irrelevant to the
sentencing process.
Theuse of that conviction in the sentencing hearing was prejudicial as there would
be a possibility that the jury's belief that
petitioner had been convicted of a prior
felony would be decisive in the choice between a life sentence and a death sentence.
The Court also emphasized that the error
here extended beyond the mere invalidation of an aggravating circumstance supported by evidence that was otherwise
admissible. In this case the jury was
allowed toyonsider evidence that had been
revealed to be materially inaccurate.
Apparently defense counsel did not object to the introduction of this 1963 New
York conviction during the sentencing
hearing. The Court noted that Mississippi
decisions had held that the sentencing hearing was not the appropriate forum for such
an attack; and further that such an attack
should be brought in the state in which the
conviction had occurred. Thus no waiver
occurred.
Finally the judgment was reversed and
the case remanded in the Mississippi
Supreme Court for further proceedings.
According to the concurring opinion by
Justice Brennan, it is now left to the
Mississippi Supreme Court to decide
whether a new sentencing hearing must be
held or whether that Court should itself
decide the appropriate sentence without
reference to the inadmissible evidence,
thus undertaking to reweigh the two untainted aggravating circumstances against
the mitigating circumstances. Apparently
Johnson is still not yet off the hook.
Mills v. Maryland, 108 S.Ct. 1860 (1988)
Ralph Mills, serving the second year of
a thirty-year sentence for murder in the
second degree, killed his cellmate by stabbing him six times in the chest and thirtynine times in the back while he was asleep,
using a "shank," or homemade knife.
In the sentencing phase, the jury found
that the State had established the one statutory aggravating circumstance it propounded, i.e., that petitioner committed
the murder at a time when he was confined
in a correctional institute. The defense introduced evidence that petitioner had only
a sixth grade education, was 20 years old
at the time of the murder, and that he had

been in trouble from a young age. Since
petitioner was 11 or 12 years old, his
mother had been incontact with state agencies concerning his behavior. Petitioner
underwent therapy as a child, was diagnosed as having "minimal brain damage,"
and was placed on medication. Early on,
petitioner developed drug and alcohol
problems and wasassigned first to the German Children's Home and then to the
Maryland Training School for Boys. The
defense sought to persuade the jury of the
presence of certain mitigating circumstances, i.e., petitioner's relative youth, his
Mental infirmity, his lack of future dangerousness, and the Stqte's failure to make any
meaningful attempt to rehabilitate petitioner while he was incarcerated. On the
verdict form, the jury marked "no" beside
each referenced mitigating circumstance
and returned a sentence of death.
It was clear under the Maryland statute
that the aggravating factor had to be decided unanimously by the jury before the
jury could returna "yes." Unclear, however, was whether or not mitigating factors had to he decided unanimously before
the jury could even consider them in balancing them against the aggravating factor.
Among other things, this case illustrates
the importance of framing the essence of
the question presented to theU.S. Supreme
Court-or for that matter, to every Appellate Court. The petitioner illustrated his
argument by a single hypothetical situation:
If eleven jurors agree that there are six
mitigating circumstances, the result is
that no mitigating circumstances are
found (because one juror failed to agree
and the tally was therefore less than
unanimous). Consequently, there is
nothing to weigh against any aggravating circumstance found and the judgment is death even though eleven jurors
think the death penalty wholly inappropriate.

tencer must be permitted to con~iderall
mitigating evidence. The possibility that a
single juror could block such consideration, and consequently require the jury to
impose the death penalty, is one the Court
dared not risk. While this case was pending, the Maryland legislature rescinded
the procedure complained of and totally
revised the instructions to cure the problem
presented in this case. See Mills at 1869.
The Court also noted that two cases tried
under the new sentencing format resulted
in life sentences, clearly evidencing the
fact that the position of the defense was
substantially correct and not just a theoretical pretext to obtain a reversal.
The dissent (Rehnquist, O'Connor,
Scalia and Kennedy) disagreed, and proceeded to address the second issue,
whether the trial Coua improperly allowed
into evidence statements concerning the
personal characteristics of the victim, in
violation of Booth v. Ma~dand,482 U S .
-,
107 S.Ct. 2529, 96 L.Ed.2d 440
(1987). Should there be limits on what the
jury can he told about the loss to the victim's family and to society, when there are
almost no limits on mitigating evidence
that may be presented to the jury by a
capital defendant? "If a jury is to assess
meaningfully the defendant's moral culpability and blame worthiness . . (the jury
should have) before it ail the information
necessary to determine the proper punishment."

.

This is Estelle v. Smith, (451 U S . 454,
101 S.Ct. 1866,68 L.Ed.2d 359 t19811)
. revisited. Our Court of Criminal Appeals
held that the admission of Dr. Grigson's
testimony at the sentencing stage was
harmless error because the properly admitted evidence was such that the minds
of an average jury would have found the
State's case on future dangerousness sufficient even if Dr. Grigson's testimony had
not been admitted. The Supreme Court,
however, found the real issue to be
whether the State had proved beyond a
reasonable doubt that the error complained
of did not contribute to the verdict
obtained.
The Supreme Court (O'Connor, Rehnquist, White, Stevens and Scalia) held that
even though the harmless error rule may
apply to the admission of psychiatric testimony in violation of the Sixth Amendment
right to counsel, it cannot he said that the
admission of Dr. Grigson's testimony (that
answered the second question "Yes!")
was harmless beyond a reasonable doubt.
Justice Marshall, with Justices Brennan
and Blackmun concurring, ". . would
have thought that Hollow~y,435 US. 475,
490-491 (1978) already had settled the
question (in that) the right to have
assistance of counsel is too fundamental
and absolute to allow Courts to indulge in
nice calculations as to the amount of prejudice arising from its denial."

.

1

On ~ a r d h15, 1979, Defendant Satterwhite was charged with murdering Mary
Frances Davis during a robbery.
The next day the State asked for, and
received a Court order for a psychological
examination of the Defendant. The Defendant was indicted on April 4 and counsel was appointed. The Defendant was
arraigned on April 13, and on April 17 the
prosecution moved again for a psychologThe Court concluded that there was a ical examination. The Court granted the
substantial probability that reasonable motion naming psychologist Schroeder and
jurors, upon receiving the Judge's instruc- psychiatrist Holbrook. Dr. James P.
tions, and in attempting to complete the Grigson turns up on May 18 (how did he
verdict form as instructed, well may have get in here?), writing that he had examined
thought they were precluded from consid- Satterwhite on May 3. No actual notice
ering any mitigating evidence unless all was ever given to the Defendant's attorney
twelve jurors agreed on the existence of a of these examinations, although the instruparticular such circumstance. The seu- ments were in the Court's file.
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Criminal Evidence:
The Turncoat Witness and the Demise of the Voucher Rule
by Prof: Steven Goode

The scene is familiar. Your client is
charged with sexually assaulting his fourteen-year-old daughter. Daughter has told
her mother, the police and agrand jury that
your client raped her several times. But at
trial, when the prosecutor calls Daughter
as his first witness, she is uncooperative.
Despite repeated questioning, Daughter
denies that your client ever had any sexual relations with her. The prosecutor then
tries to impeach Daughter with her previous statements. "Isn't it true that on March
10, 1988 you came before the grand jury
and said that your father raped you seven
times?" You object: "The prosecutor can't
impeach his own witness." And priot to
the promulgation of the Texas R u b of
Criminal Evidence, your objections would
almost surely have been sustained.'
The wmmon-law voucher rule prohihited a lawyer from impeaching his own
witness. Although its origins were obscure
and its justifications weak,2 it remained the
majority rule in this country until fairly
recently. The rationale most frequently
offered was that a party who chooses to
place a witness on the stand vouches for
the witness's reliability.' As we know all
too well, however, parties rarely enjoy the
luxury of choosing among witnesses. You
take your witnesses as you find them. And
you don't always find thetn in the best of
places.
Bowing slightly to this disparity between
theory and reality, the law created an exception to the voucher rule. If aparty was
surprised and injured by its own witness's
testimony, it was permitted to impeach the
wihess.' Yet this exception was narrowly
read, and it is unlikely the prosecutor in
our hypothetical case would have been able
to make the requisite showing.5
The Texas Rules of Criminal Evidence,

simply and clearly: "The credibility of a
witness may he attacked by any party, including the party calling him. s's Thus, if
the above scene occurred in a Texas courtmom today, and you objected on the
grounds that a party may not impeach its
own witness, your objection would be
overded.
Does this mean that the prosecutor will
be able to ask Daughter about her prior
statements? And, if Daughter denies making them, that the prosecutor will be
allowed to call Mother, Police Officer
Legree and a grand juror to testify to
Daughter's previous accusations? Not necessarily. But keeping this evidence out is
more difficultthan it was when the voucher
rule was in effect. It requires an understanding of one of the oddities of the hearsay rule.
Steven Goode reaches evidence and
The hearsay rule excludes out-of-court
criminal law at the Universiry of Texas statements that are introduced for the truth
School of t a w , where he is the Fulbright of the matter asserted. Stated another way,
& Jaworski Professor o f t a w .
the hearsay rule excludes those out-ofProfessor Goode served as co-reporter court stafenwnts whose probative value
on the State Bar Liaison Commirtee on depends on the declarant's credibility. The
Rules ofEvidence, which drafied the civil theory is that because the declarant is not
rules, and on the Advisory Committee to subject to cross-examination, his sincerity,
the Subcommittee on Criminal Matters of memory and perceptual abilities go unthe Select Committee on the Judiciary, tested Thus, the jury has no means of
which drahd the crinlinal ntles. He is cur- evaluating the declarant's credibility and
rently Vice-Chairof rhe Stare Bar's Stand- cannot accurately assess the probative
ing Committee on Administratio~tof Rules value of his out-of-court statements.
of Evidence.
One would think that when the declarant
Professor Goode is co-author of the testifies and can be questioned about his
recently published treatise Guide to the own out-of-court statements, there would
Texas Rules of Evidence: Civil and Crim- be no need to worry about the hearsay rule.
inal (West Pub.).
Afer all, the declarantlwitness is subject
to cross-examination. The jury will be afforded the opportunity to assess his credifollowing in the footsteps of the Federal bility. Yet, in one of those quirks that make
Rules of Evidence, abandon the voucher evidence law so fascinating (exasperating,
rule. Criminal Rule 607 states the rule ridiculous, fill in your own adjective), a
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wifness's own out-of-court statements have
traditionally been considered hearsay if
offered for the truth of the matter asserted.?
Therefore, unless a witness's prior inconsistent statement fell within a hearsay
exception, it was admissible only for purposes of impeachment and not as substantive evidence. For the most part, this view
has been retained in the Texas Rules of
Criminal Evidence.
What, then, can you do when the prosecutor makes tlie following argument:
"The voucher rule is dead; Rule 607 says
I am allowed to impeach my own witness.
And I am asking Daughter about her statements to Mother, Officer Legree and the
grand jury only for purposes of impeachment, not for the truth of the matter
asserted. " This tactic has been pursued by
prosecutors in federal court under the identical Federal Rule 607.8
Your best response is a Rule403 objection? the probative value of the evidence
is substantially outweighed by its prejudicial value. The federal courts,l" and one
Texas court of appeal^,'^ have been receptive to this objection, condemning attempts
to impeach one's own witness when the
primary purpose of the impeachment is to
place before the jury otherwise inadmissible hearsay.
Let's go back to our hypothetical. Suppose that the prosecutor calls Daughter,
knowing that she will deny her father raped
her, and then elicits her prior inconsistent
statements. He must be calling her in the
hope that the jury will improperly make
substantiveuse of her prior statements. If
the jury uses the evidence properly (that
is, for impeachment purposes only), the
best the prosecutor can do is neutralize
Daughter's testimony. The theory of impeachment by prior inconsistent statements
is that a witness who tells Story A one time
and Story B another time is not worthy of
belief. Effective impeachment, therefore,
cannot legitimately put the prosecutor in
a better position than if Daughter had not
testified. Knowing that Daughter will deny
her father's involvement, the prosecutor
can profit from calling her only if the jury
improperly uses her statements to Mother,
Officer Legree and the grand jury for the
truth of the matter asserted. In this situation, the prejudicial value of adducing the
prior inconsistent statements must outweigh their probAve value. Thus a Rule

403 objection should be sustained. "Impeachment by prior inconsistent statement
may not he permitted where employed as
a mere subterfuge to get before the jury
evidence not otherwise admis~ible."'~
A prosecutor's foreknowledge that the
witness will not testify favorably is a
powerful indicator that the impeachment
is for an improper purpose, although it
does not automatically mean that a Rule
403 objection will be sustained.I3 Similarly, the degree to which the testimony is
injurious to the prosecutor will be important in the Rule 403 balancing. If the
witness's testimony does not injure the
prosecution's case, little can be gained
from impeaching the witness; there is no
damage that must be neutralized. Any
proof of prior inconsistent statements in
such a situation must be for some other,
dlegitimate purpose.
It is important to remember that the Rule
403 objection works only because a witness's own out-of-court statements are considered hearsay and cannot be used as
substantive evidence. If the out-of-court
statements fall within one of the hearsay
exceptions or are not considered hearsay,
they can properly be considered as snbstantive evidence. Thus no danger exists
that their probative value will be outweighed by the risk of unfair prejudice.
The Rule 403 objection collapses.
Daughter's statements to Mother and
Officer Legree do not qualify under any
of the exceptions." Her statement to the
grand jury is more problematic and illustrates an important difference between
the federal and Texas rules. The Texas
rules are more protective of the criminal
defendant.
The federal rules exempt certain outof-court statements by a witness from a
hearsay ~ l e One
. of these is a prior inconsistent statement that was made under
oath subject to penalty or perjury at a trial,
hearing, or other proceeding, or in a depo~ition.'~
Thus if a witness's prior inconsistent statements were made to a grand
jury, they would not be considered hearsay and could be used as substantive evidence as well as for impeachment. Under
the federal rules, therefore, the prosecutor
could freely question Daughter about her
statement to the grand jury. Since the statement is not hearsay, the jury could properly use it as substantive evidence and the

risk of unfair prejudice disappears.
The Texas Rules of Criminal Evidence
are more restrictive. Criminal Rule 801(e)
(l)(A) defines as non-hearsay only those
prior inconsistent statements that were
made under oath subject to penalty of perjury "at a trial, hearing, wr other proceeding, except a grand jury proceeding,
or in a deposition."16 Under the Texas
rules, therefore, the prosecutor's use of
Daughter's grand jury statement presents
the same dangers of unfair prejudice as her
statements to Mother and Officer Legree.
The Rule 403 objection should be honored
here as well. Thus, while the demise of the
voucher rule appears at first glance to be
a boon for prosecutors conftonied by turncoat witnesses, defense lawyers versed in
the rules of evidence should be able to rise
to the challege.

1. See, e.g., Goodmanu. State, 665 S.W.2d788
(Tex. Crim. App. 1984); Wall v. State, 417 S.W.2d
59 (Tex. Crim. App. 1967).
2. See e.g., 3A Wipmore, Evidence Q§ 84699
(Chadbourn rev. ~970);
3. McCormick, Evidence % 38 (3d ed. 1984).
4. See e.e.. Tex. Code Crirn. P m . art. 38.38
(repealed in ;meetion with promulgation of roles
ofevidence); Peltonv. State, 322 S.W.2d 529 (Tex.
Crim. App. 1959).
5. See Wallv. State, 417 S.W.2d 59 (Tex. Cnm
App. 1967).
6. Emphasis added.
7. Thebestthe wurts could provide as justification for this rule was some mumbo-jumboabout how
"[flake testimony is apt to harden and become
unyieldmg to the blows of mth in proportion as the
witness has opportunity for reconsiderationand in.'' State v.
fluence by thesuggestions of others.
Saporen, 205 Min. 358, 362,285 N.W. 898,90t
(1939).
8. Of course, even if the prosecutorprevailed on
this argument, the evidence wuld not be used as evidence of defendml's guilt. Without other evidence,
thecase would not even be allowed to go to thejury.
9. Rule 403 read%"Allhough relwmt, evidence
may be excluded if its probative value is substantially outweighed by the danger of unfair prejudice, wnfusion of the issues, or misleading the jury, or by
considerations ofundue delay. or needless presentation of cumulative evidence."
10. See e.g., United Stales v. Prapper, 807 P.2d
257 (1st Cir. I986), cert. denied. 107 S.Q. 1629
(1987); United States v. lohnsan, 802 P.2d 1459
(D.C. Cir. 1986): UnitedStatesv..Hogan, 763 F.2d
697 (5th Cir.), modified on other grounds, 771 F.2d
82 (1985), affd in part, mv'd in part. 779 F.2d 296
(1986); United States v. Webrter, 734P.2d 1192 OUI
Cir. 1984); United Slates v. Crouch. 731 F.2d 621

..

mnrinupd on page 33
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Supplemental Instructions in Federal Court
by Juan Martinez Gonzales

Supplemental instructions are highly important because "[tlhe last words a jury
hears may be those which are best remembered. " 1
When counsel for an accused learns that
the trial court 1s going to give an Allen type
charge in a federal criminal case, counsel
should file supplementary requested instructions. In federal court, a defendant is
entitled to submit additional jury instructions which are favorable to the accused.2
. . Minority members of a deadlocked jury are especially susceptible to
pressure from the majority to change their
views. A defendant should be afforded the
opportunity to request that the jury be reinstructed on the burden of proof or on the
member's duty to decide according to their
own conscience."'
"In giving additional tnstructions to a
jury .
the court should be especially
careful not to give an unbalanced charge.
If the Judge chooses to give any additional
charge and elects not to repeat the entire
original charge, he should remind the jury
of the burden and quantum of proof and
presumption of innocence . . . or take
other appropriate steps to avoid any possibility of prejudice to the defendant."a
Some of the favorable defendant's supplementary instructions a defense attorney
can file are the following:

reasonable doubt that the defendant has
committed every element of the offense
with which he is charged, you must find
him not guilty."6
Instruction on Right of
Jurors To Disagree
"You are instructed that if, after careful,
honest and impartial consideration of these
instructions and all the evidence admitted
to the case, any of you should honestly and
conscientiously differ on the weight and effect to be given the evidence and the verdict to be rendered, then you may disagree.
That is, you are not required to surrender
your honest convictions concerning the effect of the evidence or the verdict to be
rendered for the mere purpose of agreeing on a verdict."'

".

I.

Instruction on Burden of Proof
"In order to make a decision more practicable, the law imposes the burden of
proof oft one party or the other, in all
cases. In the present case, the burden of
proof is upon the government to establish
every part of it, beyond a reasonable
doubt; and if, in any part of it, you are left
in doubt, the defendant is entitled to the
benefit of the doubt and must be acquitted."5
Each Element Must Be Established
Beyond Reasonable Doubt
"Unless the government proves beyond

Juan Martinez Gor~zales>$,asbar11in Sari
Antonio, Texas and raised in New Bratoffels, Taus. He graduated with a Bachelor
ofArts Degree with honorsfro~nSo~tthwest
T a a s State U~tiversityin 1972. For tlie
?rat hvo years he n8asa scl~oolteacher~vith
the San Felipe-Del Ria Con. I. S. D. arid
Edgewood I. S. D.
He obtained his Doctor ofJurispn~deuce
Degree from the Uuiversity of Te.vas 61
1976. He is ill private practice in Beeville,
Texas arid devotes most of his practice to
criminal trial and appellate 111or.k.
He is a tnetnber of both TCDU and
NACDL.
His articles have been published in
Matthew Bender's Criminal Defense
Techniques-Forms, Vols. 5 aud 6; Texas
Bar Journal; Docket Call (Published by the
Harris County Cri~niualLawyers Association); The Defender (Publicatiorr of New
York State Defenders Assoc.); State Defender's Report (Published by Ohio Public
Defeuder Ofice); Alabama Criminal
Defense (Published by Alabanfa Cri~nirml
Defense Lawyers Association) and Illinois
Attorneys For Criminal Justice Publication.
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Instruction on Reasonable Doubt
"In order for you to find the defendant
guilty of the offense charged in the indictment, there must be such proof as satisfies
your reason as intelligent people beyond
any reasonable doubt that the defendant is
guilty as charged. Now, what is a reasonable doubt? A reasonable doubt means
a doubt founded on reason arising from the
evidence or lack of evidence in the case.
The kind of doubt I am referring to is a
doubt based upon reason and common
sense arising from the state of the
evidence-a doubt which each of you in the
more serious and important affairs of your
own lives would make you hesitate to acLs
In o l k r words, proof heyond n r:;wnahlc
doubt is unlv cslnblisltcd if tltc cvidcl~ccis
such as you would be willing to rely on and
act upon in the most important of your own
affairs. The defendant is not to be convicted on mere suspicion, conjecture or
possibility.
A reasonable doubt may arise not only

SIGNIFICANT
DECISIONS
REPORT
Pamela Lynn PERILLO, No. 69,435; Opinion by Judge
Clinton; Teague dlssenk in part; Capital Murder Convic
tion Affirmed; September 14,1988.

-

EFFECTIVE ASSISTANCE OF COUNSEL CLAIM O F
CONFLICT OF INTEREST AlTORNEY HAD REPRESENTED ACCOMPLICE I N EARLIER TRIAL STEMMING FROM SAME TRANSACTION:

-

FACT3 D, Briddle and Fletcher were the principal actors in
this caoital murder-robbew. Fletcher was orieinallv chareed with
capitaimurder but later r&harged with and :onvi&ed ofuagaravated robbew. Her punishment was assessed at five vears
Frobation, which shc hid successfully complctcd at theiimeof
Ws retrial. Wsattorney had represented Fletcher at her wrlieraggravatcd robbery triai. No attorneyclient relationship existed b e
tween Fletcher and D's attorney at thetime of Ws triai. However,
on cross-examination D'sattorncy brought out that since his appointment to represent Fletcher, hc had k o m e Fletchcf s peraonal friend and had even flown to California to attend he;
wedding (followingannulment of her marriage to Briddle).
Fletcheracknowledged that duringher trial she and D's attorney
decided she should not testifvand that thus attorney did not discuss facts of the case with he;. Ws attorney never dkcussd the
detailsofthe morntnaof thecapital murder with Fletcher until
the night before ~let&ertook thestand at Ws trial.
ISSUE:Was D denied effectiveassistanceofcounsel on the
basis of an actual conflict which adversely effected her lawyef s
performance?TCA answers no.
IIELD: TCA acknowledged thnt "It appean trud' that t/c
faiicd to makca detailed inquiry at the first moment it should
have appeared that a potential for conflict of interest existed.
Despite this failure. TCA ruled that there was no basis for reversal
beca'use there was no actual conflict - TCA found no impairment,
expressed or apparent, in attorney's performance.
RATIONALE: TCA concluded it could not "conceive of any
more reasonable tactic than that whichcounsel pursued".
Fletchefs testimony was used essentiallyto "flesh out" Ws confession. Fletcher's testimony was damaging to D in two areas -the
question of guilt, and moreimportantly, the special punishment
issue on future danaerousness. Attornev's stratem was to establisha rapport with hetchcrin frontofthejuryanl;lattempt utilize
hcras a friendly witness.Two aimr could beaccomplished by
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Editor: Catherine Greene Burnelt

such a stratew: f h t , to toast Fletcher's dired testimony ina less
damning ligKiand sccond, to portray Briddieas anothkcharles
Manson, under whom influence both Fletcher and D wen? led
astrav. TCA concluded this was a viable defensiveposture. and
that was facilitated by attornefs strategy to conduct his crossexamination of Fletcherin themanner which hcdid.Thus,TCA
&nd no conflict of interest, nor could it conclude that attorney's
performance was advetxly effected by his prior representation of
Fletcher.
COMMENT: TCA appears to be coveringall bases. By finding no conflict of interest while simultaneouslyconcluding
that there was no showing attorney's performancewas adversely affeded by prior representation, TCA has sides t e ~ w an
d im~ortantissue: whether, when an actual
cor;tiict of int&est isshown, D must & I further and
demonstrate an "adverse effect" to gain reversal. Thenced
for such a showing has been adopt& in the Fifth Circuit.
See, United Statesv. Olivares, 786 F.2d 659 (5th Cir. 1986).
CONFESSIONS- ORAL CONFESSION (EVEN IF REDUCED
r0 WRlTlNG) DOES NOT REQUIRE D TO BE WARNED OF
RIGHT TO TERMINATE INTERVIEW AT ANY TIME:
FACTS: Ws confession, given in Denver, was taken verbatim,
itenographicaily, in question and answer form. It was then
reduced to writing and signed by D. Ws argument on appealis
:hat Denver Police failed to warn her, as required by Article 38.22
V.A.C.C.P.. that she had "thericrht to terminate theinterview at
my time".^^^ rejected this argument on a factual basis - the
Rateoffcred theconfession to t/c on the thmrv that it was anoral
itatement ~ontainin~assertionsof
fact or circumstances which
ivere found to be true (ie. led recovewof car and property taken
'rom two murder victims). ~ l t h o u g h ~ i r a n dwainings
n
must
xnrrcd an oral confession, Miramin itscif docs not rcctuire that an
iccused expressly be told of his right to terminate theinterview at
my time.

Ex Parte Thomas Jerald BROWN, No. 69,450; Opinion by
ludge McCormick; Judge Clintondissenk; Concurring
3pinion b y Judge Teague, joined b y Judge Campbell;
FIabeas Corpus Relief Denied; September 14,1988.

-

WRIT OF HABEAS CORPUS TCA WILL N O LONGER
ZONSIDER CHALLENGES T O SUFFICIENCY O F
WIDENCE "NO EVIDENCE" TEST REVIVED:

Significant Decisions RepH

-

SDR-I

D was convicted of incest. I w found two priors alleeed foren.
hancement to be true and manddtory lifesentkce was &sessed.
D twkdirect appeal toTCAandconviclion wasafflrmed (Brown
v. Stste, 657 S.W:Z~117).
In Article 11.07, V.A.C.C.P., attack, D chalkneed sufficienevof
evidence pn?sentch by State t i provethe properkqucnce of &hanccmcnt allegations. Two pen packets wen? introduced at trial.
which containd t h e j u d p e h aLd sentences from the prior offenses.
TCAdenied mlief. Maprity held that as long as therecord is
"not totally devoid of evidentiarv support" for thecnhancement
allegatio&, conviction would ndt be's& aside on collateral attack.
CASES EXPRESSLY OVERRULED: ExparteKlnsing 738
S.W.2d 648 (Tex.Crim.App. 1987).

Denton Allan CRANK, No. 69,500; Opinion by Judge
Clinton; Judge Onion concurs in result; Judge Teague dissenfs;Capital Murder Conviction Affirmed; September
14,1988.

-

EXTRANEOUS OPEENSE ADMISSIBLE S O
CREDIBILITY O N ACCOMPLICE WITNESS AND KEY
PROSECUTION WITNESS:
FACTS: D was prosecuted for the 1/16 robbewof aRiceFood
Store in which thcAmanager(c/w) waikilled. ~vihcncewas introduced at trial concerning two extraneous offenses: (1)an 11/17
"possible robbery" in whch a pistol was taken; and (2) an 11/27
robbery of the same arocew store.
TCA opinion sets out extremely detailed recitation of factsinvolved in primaw capital murder offenseand facts involved in
each of thc two phor'eutraneous offenses. (Maprity opinion in excess of 50 pages.) Brieflystated, facts surrounding the primary offenseshowed: C/W was manager at Rice Fwd Store. He was at
work on 1/16 when employees began to arrive before 7:00 a m .
These em loyees noted that c/w was not clean shaven, had a
hump on is back and some type of strap around his neck. C/W
escorted first employee to meat cooler area where the duo encountered a lone gunman. As the employee was being frisked,
c/w told him to do as "they" say, explaining that he had been
kept aU night, hisapartment had beenransacked. and that he was
wiird wit6 explosik. As the mmaining employ&sarrived, they
were taken back to thecooler a m . The contents of four safes were
given to the gunman and c/w was last seen shortly after a00 a.m.,
walking toward thc back door of the store carrying a mail bag
filled with currencv. Remaining emvlovees were f d auprojtimately an h o b later by aYdeli;e&man.
At 8:30 a.m., gunshots wereheard in thearea in which c/w's
car was retrieved later that day. That location was approximately
17 minutes drivingdistancefrom the Ricestore. C/W1s body was
found next to his car; he had been shot six or seven times and
blindfolded.
Ws defensive theory was that c/w himself had been a co- conspiritor in the 1/16 robbery. This theory was developed in part
through cross examination of c/w's ex-wife, who testified that
brother of c/w's girlfriend had committed robbery at the store on
1/3 and that c/w knew hlsidentity. Shealso stated that brother
andc/w weregood friends and that if brother had wanted to
stagerobbery ;store, c/w would havegonealong with him.
Defensivetheory was further developed by testimony that c/w's
girlfriend at first appcared unconcerned about c/w following robbery, but that she later bccame hysterical upon hearing of his

-

g

death. In addition to cross-examination of c/w's wife, D
presented his defensive theory of c/w's involvement through testimony of c / d s girlfriend who was called as a defense witness.
Shestated that when she asked c/w about 1/3 robbery, c/w told
her that heand her brother had robbed the store. When girlfriend
first heard of 1/16 robbery, she thought the duo '%ad done it
again".
Ws defensive theory was also developed through cross- examination of cashier. She testified that there had been money
shortages at the store around the time of the 1/3robbery and that
after that time, c/w's personality had changed.
Responding to the defensivetheory elicited through cross-examinationof c/w's wifeand thecashier, State presented thefollowing evidence:
1.Testimony h m H that D told himin lateNovember that he
had robbed a Cash Saver Food Warehouse, at which time, D outlined a plan to rob thesame store again in the near future. H testified to a very detailed outline of D's plan. This plan matched in
many areas the events of the 1/16 robbery/murder. Additionally,
D outlined a diagram of thestoreand thelocationof its five safes.
Halso testified that he knew Ws brother,Truman Moffett who
although he lived in Minnesota, was at IYs house frequently in
November and December. (This witness received a $1,000.00
reward from Crime Stoppers).
2. S testified to details of an 11/27mbbery at theRiceFood
Store. During that robbery, thegunman was onlyable to take
$1,000.00 from the safe in the managers office, but the victim explained that the fourremaining safes were in thecourtesy booth
area and were equipped with a time delay lock. During the robbery, S was struck at the base of the neck with the butt of the
gunman's weapon and told to "get the move on!'
During the1/16 robbery, the gunman twicestruckSat the
Saseof theneck with the butt of his gun and each time told him to
"get the move on". Becauseof the similarity of the gunman's apwaranee, demeanor, voice, stance and general body build, in addiion to theaet of striking S and using a similar phrase each time, S
iecided that the1/16robber wasone of the two robbers from the
L1/27 robbery.
3. L met D during the spring before the robbery and worked
ur Dfor sixmonths.ln May orJune, L moved into D's trailer. L
estified that D talked about a Cash Savers Food Store on
nunemus occasionsand once pointed out the store saying, "that's
he store I robbed". Dalso referred to c/w by name and told L
hat he broke into c/w's apartment and waited for him to get
lome, later taking c/w as a hostage where Ws brother Moffett
net them and c/w was wired with explosives.
L said D never went into details of the 1/16 robbery other than
o say that 'Terry" was taken to the store wired with explosives
~ n dthat Moffett was thegunman to enter thestore. D did tell L,
bowever, that he shot c/w.
Lalso testified to extraneous offense in which pistol used to
:ill C/W was obtained. D told L that he got the pistol from the
;love box of a pick-up truck at the "Chip Kicker Club" located on
;M1960, and that the truck belonged to a lady police officer.
4.To support Ls' testimony about the origin of the gun, State
alled G and R. G, a Harris County Deputy Constable, testified
hat he purchased a nine millimeter pistol which he kept in his
ruck. He loaned the truck to his sister, R, who put the pistolin
heglovecompartment. Rtestified that she went to the nightclub
nd that thelast timeR saw the pistol it was "in the hand of a
vhite male Caucasian" that she did not know.
5. Cdated D at the time of therobberies.T/C instructed jury
hat C was accomplice witness. In late November, D told C he had
~bbeda store and planned to do it again. He told her that he and
is brother were going to rob the store and he outlined two plans,

Signifcant Decisions Reporl
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one of which involved taking a hostage at c / d s apartment. D
also told C that the manager was to be killed afterthe robbery and
would be blindfolded.
The Statealso introduced evidence that Ws brother (Moffett)
returned to Minnesota in February in possession of c/w's
television (missing from his apartment), a ring identical to d d s ,
and the pistol stolen from R on 11/17 -which fired at least one of
theslugs found under c / d s body.
At this stage in the evidence, Dattempted to counter State's
case and fortify his defensive theory by calling Smith - a friend of
C/W%who had once been a comanager at the Rice store. Sometime between December and Christmas, c/w called Smith and outlined a plan in which the duo would stage a robbery at the store.
Smith declined the invitation to participate.
HOLDING: TCA finds no error in admissionof extraneous offenses preceding capital murder:
l.l1/17PISTOL:TCAheld testimony of Rand G was not attempt to place extraneous matter before jury solely for its "propensity" - rather it was attempt to buttress testimony of State's
witnesses L and C. These witnesses had already provided direct
evidence of D's participation, but that was not a sufficient reason
to exclude testimony of extraneous transaction forthree reasons:
a. as C's testimony developed, it became apparent that she
might be an accomplice witness. T/Cso charged jury, informing them that she was an accomplice as a matter of law
and that a conviction could not be had on her uncorroberated testimony;
b. L's credibility was called into question through cross-examinationdetailing his drug usageand his purported statements that he could no longer remember how many of the
details he knew because the police had told him;
c. through cross-examination D placed a plausible altemative theory of c/w's involvement before jury.
Because of these three reasons, Stateneeded to support or
verify testimony of C and/or L. TCA cites with approval language from earlier cases that "the greater the State's need to resort
to extraneous offenses to prove up some materialissue in the case,
the higher will be the probativevalue of that offense in relation to
its potential for prejudice".
COMMENT: Wouldn't it be just as logical to argue that the
more the State needed to rely on the extraneous to get a conviction, the more introduction of theextraneous prejudiced
D? After all, when there is other overwhelming evidenceof
guilt, the extraneous offense seldom contributes to conviction.
CAUTION: TCA decries "lamentable propensity" to list
categories of admissible extraneous offenses. Better practice
is a case by case analysis, which doesn't offer much
guidance at t/c level.
Be aware of the effect of Rule 403, Tex.R.Crirn.Ev. on extraneous offenses. Rule 403 provides a relevancy balancing
test. The languageof this ruleis somewhat different
(''higher burden on W') than the test for harm in earlier
TCA opinions. This was not an issue here because TCA
found evidence admissible under either standard.
However, test might provide problem for "close" case.
2.11/27 ROBBERY: This extraneous transaction was admissible to rebut Ws theory that c/w, and notD, was themastermind
of the1/16 robbery.
PRACTICE GUIDE: Remember that D is entitled to a limiting instruction when an extraneous offenseis admitted into
evidence. HereTCA noted that extraneous offenses wereadmitted on issueof scheme, design, identity or intent. D was
entitled, upon timely request, to a limitingcharge.
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PRACTICE GUIDE:This opinion should not be read for the
proposition that themere fact a State's witness was cross-examined is enough to authorize State to introduce evidence
of extraneous offenses. TCA recognizes that in some limited
circumstances, evidence of extraneous offenses may become
admissible where theeffectiveness of thestate's direct
evidence, even thoueh uncontradicted bv other evidence, is
completely undermined by defensecross-examination.
Focusof t/c should bc on the reswnseselicitd fmm a
State's witness rather than on the'fact that crossexamination tookplace. A finding of admissiblity should be the exception rather than the rule.

.,

Sammie FELDER, No. 69,731, O p i n i o n b y Judge Onion;
ludge White concurs in result; Capital Murder Conviction Reversed and Remanded; September 14,1988;

-

VOIR DIRE -CAPITAL MURDER INABILITY T O DISREGARD PAROLE;
T I C committed reversible error in overrulinr! challenge for
:awe against thevenireman who clearly i n d i c a h that $role
would be a decidine factor in answerine special issuenumber two
3t the penalty stagc'bf trial. Challenge &ohd have been granted
under Article 31.16 (cK2). V.A.C.C.P., because proswtive 'iuror
3iased against a law upon which
entitleh to;ely.
PROCEDURAL GUIDELINE: Error was preserved for a p
pellate review. After t/c denied Ws challenge, D immediately exercised peremptory chailengeagainst prospective
juror. Thereafter, D exhausted all of his peremptory challenges and requested additional peremptory's. T/C denied
that request. D claimed he was forced to accept a named
juror, who was "objectionable and who he would not have
had to accept if t/c had not erred in refusing to grant his
challenge
.. for cause.
This prospective juror did say several times that hc would try
o the best of hisabilitv to follow hisoathas iuror and t/c's initructionnot to consider theissue of parole.
these statenents wereinapposite to his earlier and his concluding
itatements. Prospective juror is not qualified just because he states
ie would answer the punishment questions truthfully to the best
)f his knowledge.Rather, the entirevoir direexamination must be
:onsidered asa whole to see if it discloses strong feelings which
~ o u l dorevent the iuror from abidine bv existine law or fairlvconiiderink the evidence introduced. ~ G n i h o u ;viewing
~h
cok
ill eivedefference to t/i who was in wsition to hear and see
,ote;tial juror, that defjdrence is not absolute.
CAPITAL MURDER - INTERPLAY OF "DELIBERATELY"
MITH "INTENTIONALLY":
TCA also found reversible error indenial of Ws challenge for
,aweto potential juror who equated statutory meaning of "intenionally" with statutory meaning of "deliberately" used in the
,apitalmurder special issue one. Jurorcould not conceive a situaidn where, if a c & d was foundguilty of intentionally commiting capital murder, juror would not answer the first special issue
'ves".TCA
,~~ aereed
~" that this view constituted a biasacainst the
aw on which Dis entitled to rely -it relieves state ofiurden of
woof on special issue one.
PROCEDURAL GUIDELINE:TCA found waiver by State in
ailing toobject at trial lcvcl to procedure in which prnspvtive
uror was not passed first tostate for exceptionsor challungcs. In
his case, w h e h presented
~
his challenge-for cause and it %as
~verruled,he immediately exercised peremptory challenge.
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Significant Decisions Report

BNA.Because thelawcan
The law is a constantly changing landscaj
If you don't read the signs right, you can get
lost in a hurry.
BNA's information services alert you to the
latest turns in the road-in ways that traditional
case reporting services don't
Unlike traditional reporters, BNA h&hl&hts
the ky cases detmdndqg the law's direction.

^

you know which cases have set precedent
d BNA c u n ~ ethese
t cases toym s o w . In tin
for you to change your own course.
This is powed, current reporting. The kind
that traditional case reportin services alone
don't give YOU. The kind that eeps you and your
practice on track.
It's what BNA specializesin.
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Supplemental Instructions in Federal Court
by Juan Martinez G o n d e s

Supplemental instructionsare highly important because "[tlhe last words a jury
hears may be those which are b a t remembered."l
When counsel for an accused learns that
the trial court is going to give an Allen type
charge in a federal ctiminal case, counsel
should file supplementary requested instructions. In federal court, a defendant is
entitled to submit additional jnry instructions which ate favorable to the a c c u ~ e d . ~
Minority members of a deadlocked jnry are especially susceptible to
pressure from the majority to change their
views. A defendant should he afforded the
opportunity to request that the jury be reinstructed on the burden of proof or on the
member's duty to decide according to their
own conscience. "3
"In giving additional instructions to a
jury . . . the court should he especially
careful not to give an unbalanced charge.
Juan ManAez Gonmles w a s h ?i11San
If the Judee chooses to eive anv additional
charge and elects not to repeat the entire Antonio, Texas and raised in New Braunoriginal charge, he should remind the jury fels, Teras. He graduated with a Bachelor
of the burden and quantum of proof and of ArstsDegree with honorsflorn Southwest
presumption of innocence . . or take Texas State University in 1972. For the
other appropriate steps to avoid any pos- next two years he was a schoalteaclier with
the San Felipe.De/ Rio Con. LS.D. and
sibility of prejudice to the defendant."4
Some of the favorable defendant's sup- Edgewood LS.D.
He obtained his Doctor of Jurispmdence
plementary instructions a defense attorney
Degree from the University of Texas in
can file are the following:
1976. He is in private practice in BeeviNe,
Texas and devofes most of his practice to
Instruction on Burden of Proof
criminal trial a11d appellate work.
He is a member of both TCDLA and
"In order to make a decision more practicable, the law imposes the burden of NACDL.
His articles have been published in
proof on one party or the other, in all
cases. In the present case, the burden of Matthew Bender's Criminal Defense
proof is upon the government to establish Techniques-Forms, Vols. 5 and 6; Texas
every part of it, beyond a reasonable Bar Journal; Docket Call (Puhlishedbythe
douht; and if, in any part of it, you are left Harris County Criminal Lawyers Associain douht, the defendant is entitled to the tion); The Defender (Publicatior~of New
benefit of the doubt and must be ac- York State Defenders Assoc.); State Defender's Report (Publishedby Ohio Public
q~itted."~
Defender Office); Alabama Criminal
Defense (Published by Alabama Criminal
Each Element Must Be Established
Defense Lawyers Association) and Illinois
Beyond Reasonable Doubt
Attorneys For Criminal Justice Publica"Unless the government proves beyond tion.

". . .
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-
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reasonable douht that the defendant has
committed every element of the offense
with which he is charged, you must find
him not g ~ i l t y . " ~
Instruction on Right of
Jurors To Disagree
"You are instructed that if, after careful,
honest and impartial consideration of these
instructions and all the evidence admitted
to thecase, ally crfyou should honcslly and
conscicntiouslv differ on the weieht and effect to be given the evidence a; the verdict to be rendered, then you may disagree.
That is, you are not required to surrender
yonr honest convictions concerning the effect of the evidence or the verdict to he
rendered for the mere purpose of agreeing on a ~erdicl."~
Instruction on Reasonable Doubt
''In order for you to find the defendant
guilty of the offense charged in the indictment, there must he such proof as satisfies
your reason as intelligent people beyond
any reasonable doubt that the defendant is
guilty as charged. Now, what is a reasonable doubt? A reasonable doubt means
a doubt founded on reason arising from the
evidence or lack of evidence in the case.
The kind of doubt I am referring to is a
doubt based upon reason and common
sense arising from the state of the
evidence-a doubt which each of you in the
more serious and important affairs of your
own lives would make you hesitate to acL8
In other words, proof beyond a reasonable
douht is only established if the evidence is
such as you would be willing to rely on and
act upon in themost important of your own
affairs. The defendant is not to be convicted on mere suspicion, conjecture or
possibility.
A reasonable doubt may arise not only

wlhess's own out-of-court statements have
traditionally been considered hearsay if
offered for the truth of the matter asserted.'
Therefore, unless a witness's prior inconsistent statement fell within a hearsay
exception, it was admissible only for purposes of impeachment and not as suhstantive evidence. For the most part, this view
has been retained in the Texas Rules of
Criminal Evidence.
What, then, can you do when the prosecutor makes tlie following argument:
''The voucher rule is dead; Rule 607 says
I am allowed to impeach my own witness.
And I am asking Daughter about her statements to Mother, Officer Legree and the
grand jury only for purposes of impeachment, not for the truth of the matter
asserted." This tactic has been pursued by
prosecutors in federal court under the identical Federal Rule 607.8
Your best response is a Rule 403 objection? the prohative value of the evidence
is substantially outweighed by its prejudicial value. The federal
and one
Texas court of appeals,lt have been receptive to this objectLon, condemning attempts
to impeach one's own witness when the
primary purpose of the impeachment is to
place before the jury otherwise inadmissible hearsay.
Let's go hack to our hypothetical. Suppose that the prosecutor calls Daughter,
knowing that she will deny her father raped
her, and then elicits her prior inconsistent
statements. He must be calling her in the
hope that the jury will improperly make
substantive use of her prior statements. If
the jury uses the evidence properly (that
is, for impeachment purposes only), the
best the prosecutor can do is neutralize
Daughter's testimony. The theory of impeachment by prior inconsistent statements
is that a witness who tells Story A one time
and Story B another time is not worthy of
belief. Effective impeachment, therefore,
cannot legitimately put the prosecutor in
a better position than if Daughter had not
testified. Knowing that Daughter will deny
her father's involvement, the prosecutor
can profit from calling her only if the jury
improperly uses her statements to Mother,
Officer Legree and the grand jury for the
truth of the matter asserted. In this situation, the prejudicial value of adducing the
prior inconsistent statements must outweigh their prohAve value. Thus a Rule

403 objection should be sustained. "Impeachment by prior inconsistent statement
may not he permitted where employed as
a mere subterfuge to get before the jury
evidence not otherwise admissible."lZ
A prosecutor's foreknowledge that the
witness will not testify favorably is a
powerful indicator that the impeachment
is for an improper purpose, although it
does not automatically mean that a Rule
403 objection will be sustained.13 Similarly, the degree to which the testimony is
injurious to the prosecutor will he important in the Rule 403 balancing. If the
witness's testimony does not injure the
prosecution's case, little can be gained
from impeaching the witness; there is no
damage that must be neutralized. Any
proof of prior inconsistent statements in
such a situation must be for some other,
illegitimate purpose.
It is important to remember that the Rule
403 objection works only because a witness's own out-of-court statements are considered hearsay and cannot he used as
substantive evidence. If the out-of-court
statements fall within one of the hearsay
exceptions or are not considered hearsay,
they can properly he considered as substantive evidence. Thus no danger exists
that their prohative value will be outweighed by the risk of unfair prejudice.
The Rule 403 objection collapses.
Daughter's statements to Mother and
Officer Legree do not aualifi under anv
of the exceptions. 14 Her statement to the
grand jury is more problematic
illustrates an important difference between
the federal and Texas rules. The Texas
rules are more vrotective of the criminal
defendant.
The federal "Ies exempt certain Outof-court statements by a witness from a
hearsay rule. One of these is a prior inconsistent statement that was made under
oath
to penalty or perjury at a trial,
Or
proceedin& Or in a d e ~ osition.15 Thus if a witness's prior inconsistent statements were made to a grand
jury, they would not he considered hearsay and
he
as
evidence as well as for impeachment. Under
the federal mles, therefore, the prosecutor
could freely question Daughter about her
statement to the grand jury. sincethe state.
ment is not hearsay, the jury could properly use it as substantive evidence and the

-

-

risk of unfair prejudice disappears.
The Texas Rules of Criminal Evidence
are more restrictive. Criminal Rule 801(e)
(l)(A) defines as non-hearsay only those
prior inconsistent statements that were
made under oath subject to penalty of perjury "at a trial, hearing, .or other proceeding, except a grand jury proceeding,
or in a dep~sition."'~Under the Texas
rules, therefore, the prosecutor's use of
Daughter's grand jury statement presents
the same dangers of unfair prejudice as her
statements to Mother and Officer Legree.
The Rule 403 objection should he honored
here as well. Thus, while the demise of the
voucher rule appears at first glance to be
a boon for prosecutors confronied by turncoat witnesses, defense lawyers versed in
the rules of evidence should be able to rise
to the challege.

I. See,e.g., Goodman v. State, 665 S.W.2d 788
(Tex. Crim. App. 1984); Wallv. State, 417 S.W.2d
59 (Tex. Crim. App. 1967).
2. See e.g., 3A Wtgmore, Evidence $8 89;-99
(Chsdburn rev. 1970).
3. McCormick, Evidence 5 38 (3d ed. 1984).
4. See e.e..
- . Tex. Code Crim. Pnx. art. 38.38
(repcalrd in connection uith promulgation of mlcs
ofevidence); Pclton v. Slate, 322 S.W.2d 529 Cl'cx.

cri:

z w z ' ) i t a l e , 417 S,W,2d 59 vex, Grim.
App. 1967).
6. Emphasis added.
7. The best the couns could vmvide as iustificalion for this rule was some mnmbo-jnmb abut how
"t'lalse testimony is apt to harden and &come
unyielding to the blows of truth in proportion as the
wilness has
far rmnsideration and in.
fluenee by the suggestions of others.
Statc v.
Saporen, 205 Minn. 358, 362, 285 N.W. 898,901
(1939).
8. Of course, even if the prosecutor prevailed on
thisargument, the evidencecould not be used as evidence or defendant's eutlt. Wrthout other evidence.
the case would not ev& be allowed to go to the jury.
9. Rule 403 reads: "Althoughrelzvant, evidence
may beexeludedif its probative value is subrtantially outweighed by the danger of unfair prejudice, confusion of the issues, or misleading the jury, or by
considerationsofunduedelay, or needless vresentation of cumulative evidence"
10. See e.g., United States v. Frapper. 807 p.2d
257 (1st Cir. 1986). cen. denied, 107 S.Ct. 1629
(1987); United States v. Johnson, 802 F.2d 1459
(D.C crr. 1986); united states v:Hogan, 763 P.2d
697 (5th Cir.), mod~fiedonothergrounds, 771 F.2d
82 (1985). afPd in pan, rev'd in part, 779 F.2d 296
(1986), United Stares v. Webster, 734 F.2d 1191 (7th
Cir. 1984); United States v. Crouch, 731 F.2d 621

. . ."
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Through this pmrrdure, Sate was usually cut offfrom possibility
of rehabilitation. State could not complain of procedure for first
timeon appeal.

John COCKRUM, No. 69,766; Opinion b y Judge
Campbell; Judge Clinton dissents i n part (regarding snfficiency of evidence to support affirmative answer to
second special issue); Judge Teague dissents i n part (voir
dire issue); Capital Murder Conviction Affirmed; September 14,1988.

-

SUFFICIENCY COROBBERATION OF ACCOMPLICE
WITNESS TESTIMONY:
This capitalmurder prosecution was based on therobbcry/muider of a storcbwner. D challenged sufficiencyof corobberating evidence.TCA found the following evidence, when
consid& jointly, sufficient:
'D was withaccomplice witness before and after offense;
* Ws dcmcanor immediately after offense - he appeared
nervous, was listening intently to police scanner. and
seemed nervous at siiht of pdice~ar;
Ws possession of gun very much like murder weapon;
'Ws flight out of state under false name;
'Ws unexplained possession of large sum of money.
VENUE - SUFFlClENCY OF STATE'S CONTROVERTING AFFIDAVITS:
D claimed State's controvertingaffidavitswereinsufficient thus. he was entitled to chanee
" of venueas matter of law. D's suoa
affidavitswere signed by two rcprescntatives of local
ncwspaocrs. State did not challenee the adeauacv or form of Ws
motidnior change of venueor hiskpportingaffidavits.
FACTS: State's compurgators were Sheriff and bail bondsman.
Each man signed a,fo*maffidm,itwith blanks provided for
comrruraatofs name and sienature. At hearine on D's motion for
chaigc;f venue, both of~tJie'scom~ur~atof;'tcstifiedthat they
did not ~cnonallvknow Wscomourentor's. whether those
mmpurgatof s wkre biased or wh'at b k i s o f k n ~ w l e d ~
those
e
compuraatof s had. Additionallv. one of the State's comoureatof
s
a
c,
testiiied-at thc hwring that he hab not read eitherof Ws supporting affidavits.This testimony by State's mmpurgator's was directly contrary to the facts sworn in their affidavits. Based on these
inconsistencies, Dargucd State's affidavitsshould be struck.
DEFENSNE THEORY: Dsou ht to strike State's affidavits.
That is because the general r u t is that: if D Properly files a
Motion for Change of Venueand State fails to present coutroverting affidavits, Ws Motion must begranted as a matter of law.
HELD: Affidavits of State's compurgator's created a factual dispute which required hearing. For this reason, affidavits served the
purpose of such pleadings to inform D and t/j that State will take
issue with facts asserted by D. The purpose of State's contmverting affidavits is to provide form of pleading which establishes
there is factualdispute in need of resolution.
CAUTION: This opinion does not address the consequences
of State's mmpurgatof s falsely swearing they knew Ws
compurgator's and knew that their affidavits were unreliable. The only issue before TCA in this case was sufficiency
of State's affidavits to raise factualissue.
RATIONALE: TCA relied on its opinion inLundstrom, 742

-

~

S.W.2d 279 -Statemay raiscan issueof fact in Motion for Change
of Venue by submitting affidavits which assert Dcan r e i v u a fair
trial in county.
NOTE: Due to today's more urban settine;, it is no l o n ~ e r
rwsonable to expi State to find compurgatolJs whokave
actualknowledge of Ws compurgatofs and their basis of
knowledge. The implication of Lundstrom is that evidence
which indicates that D can rcceive n fair trial, if bclicved by
the t/j, issufficient todefeat a Motion for Changeof Venue.

-

Ex Parte Clifton AXEL,Jr., No. 69,808; Opinion by Judge
Clinton; Concurring and Dissenting Opinion b y Judge
Onion; Concurring and Dissenting Opinion b y Judge
Teague; Writ Relief Granted; September 14,1988.

-

EFFECTIVE ASSISTANCE DUTIES OF TRIAL COUNSEL CONCERNING APPEAL:
D was convicted of aggravated robbery; trial judgc assesscd
punishment at 35 years. In thisarticle 11.07post conviction attack
D claimed he was deprived his right to appeal because his
retained lawyer failed to give no& of appeal or to file and
present to t/cmotion to withdraw from further rcprcscntatim.
FACEThe facts weredisputed but basically D asserts that he
told his retained lawyer that he wantcd to appeal and asked that
theattorncy represent him. D furthcrasserted that t / j asked attorney whether he intended to take anappeal and lawyer said he
w6uld. In contrast, atrorney testified ih'at: hedid ndt rctncmbcr
stating in open court he would represent Don appeal; he cxplaincd to D the process of an appeal and his conclusion that D
was not able to financially launch an appwl; lawyer did not givc
notice of aooeal after sentencine because he never intended to file
appeal; an'd'there was no need ro file Motion to Withdraw becausecase had been concluded.
HELD: Kelicf granted and D givcn out of time appeal. T/J has
dicretion. but not dutv.- to inform D of his rieht
" to aooeal and other
appellatcmatters at sentencing. Incontrast, trial attorney,
whether retained or appointed, has the following dufies:
1.to consult with and hlly advise his client mncerningthe
effect of the judgment;
2, to adviseDof his right to appeal;
3. to advise D of the necessity of giving notice and taking
other steps to pursuean appeal;
4. to express his professional judgment as to possible
grounds for appeal and their merit.
DOESTRIAL ATTORNEY HAVETO ASSIST D INClVlNG
NOTICE OF APPEAL EVEN WHEN Al'I'OKNEY DOES NOT INTENDTO HANDLE APPEAL?
TCAsays yes.
COMMENT: This is one of the most sianificant decisions to effect trial attorncys in some time. Central 6 thecourt's holding is
its conclusion that representation by trinl counsel does nut tcrminate when the jury has returned its final verdict on punishment.
CAUTION: Trial counsel remains Ws attorney for all purposes until he is expressly permitted to withd&w.l'hkis.
trucmn iftheappointmcnt
wasonly- for
..
, trinl.
PRACTICE GUIDE: Axel does not require that written
notice of appeal be signed by trial counsel -it is sufficient if
this notice is signed only by D. A written notice of appeal
signed only by D is an indication to t/c that appellate coun>
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b.

not have been entered.

sel must be appointed
unless D has retained another attor--

COMMENT:TCA relied to some extent for support from
Fed.R.Cr.Pro. 32(a)(2) and the ABA Standards Relating to
the Administration of Justicein requiring trial attorney to
express his professional opinion as to meritolious grounds
for appeal and probable results of an appeal TCA appears to be
breakinenew eround. Attornevs will be reluctant to discuss
"probabule outcome" even wheh they are familiar with the
merits of a particular legal argument it's too close to the
idea of guanteeing a result.

-

Ex Parte Thomas Patrick EMPEY, No. 70,262; Opinion b y
Judge Clinton; Dissenting Opinion Judge Teague;
Habeas Corpus Relief Denied; September 14,1988.

-

HABEAS CORPUS D'S SWORN ALLEGATIONS,
STANDING ALONE, ARE NOT SUFFICIENT PROOF
TO SHOW HE IS ENTITLED T O RELIEF:
FACTS: D was convicted under an indictment which alleged
two counts of murder, both s p i l y i n g t? c/fid?th wascaused "bv shootine him wit a f~rearm D warved IUW
. and pled
guilty. T/? assess& punishment at50 years.
TDC calculated D's sentence using a "flat" calculation for
parole eligibility based on its interprGtation that the judgment in
Ws case contained affirmativc finding.TDC sent lelter to t/i requesting clarification. DA reacted wirh Motion for Entry of Judgment Nunc I'roTunc.T/I amended ,iudgmcnt to include
affirmativefinding.
D swore av~licationfor writ of habeas corpus. In sworn application he a&rted that part of his pica bargkn agmment ivas
that the ,
iudement would not contain an affirmativc find in^ about
a deadly weapon.
In its mvlv to Ws writ, Statedid not addressexistenceof plea
bargain ag'&ment. ath her, it focused on theory that becausi t/c
found D "guilty as charged in second count of indictment", and
b~xauscthat count alleged a firearm (a deadly weapon per se) t/j
was under mandatorv dutv to enter that affirmative finding in
jud ment. Failwe to ho so'was the typeof "clerical error" Ghich
cou d be corrected at later time.
HELD: Writ relief denied. When charging instrument alleges
useof firearm and D is found "euiltv as chareed that constitutes
a n affirmativefinding. ~owev;, fiking m& be entered in judgment - thus, although finding was "made" at timeguilt found, it
is not entered until later nunc pro tunc order.
Although D filed sworn statemefitthat plea bargain did not
allow Hnding, fact that State failed to respond to thcsworn stalcment is not dispositive.
CAUTION: Article 11.07, section 2(b) states that "matters aileeed in the ~etitionnot admitted bv the Statearedeemed
d h e d " . hit means D still has thc burden of proving the idIceations which entitle him to relief - and he has not met
that burden merely by the swornallegations standing alone.
WMMENT: Although not addressed by TCA, it would
seem that at a minimum D should havebeen entitled to
evidentiary hearing. The rationale? D asserted facts under
oath which were not denied, thereby creating theissue of
factual dispute. Perhaps this case would have beendecided
differentlyhad D's claim for relief been that his plea was involuntary rather than that the affirmative finding should

.

*.I*.

Billv Wavne DOWDEN,. Sr,,. No. 596-82; O n D's P.D.R.;
o p L i o n i y ~ u d Onion;
~ e Judges ~ e a ~ and
u e White concur in result; Dissenting Opinion by Judge Clinton; September 21,1988.

-

MURDER JNTENT T O KILL:

FACTS: D charged with capital murder inindictment which alleged D and another "did intentionally and knowin ly kill W w l
by shooting him witha gun...". Offense arose when attempted
to break his brother out of Orange County Jail. During the attempt a peace officer (c/w) was accidentlyshot and killed by
another police officer 0.
D sought instructed verdict of acquittal.
HELD: Evidence is sufficientto show Ws criminal responsibility.Dacted intentionally by taking weapons to police station
and engaging in gun battle which caused c / d s death. Ws intentional conduct was also supported by his confession detailing his
actions in initiating the gun battle. None of the evidence
presented indicated D was not aware of the risk involved when
he entered the police station with aloaded gun. Under these facts
the resultingdeathof c/w would not have occurred but for Ws intentionalconduct.

%
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D was convicted of capital murder and sentenced to confincmcnt for llfc after jury rciurned negativcanswcr to special issue
two at punishment. At trial D specially q u e s t e d lesser inciuded
offcnses and obiited to ttc's failure to charge on asxmvated assault, criminalli negligent homicide, and inGoluntiiifr
manslaughter.
TCA reaffirmsits two part test to determine whether charge on
lesserincludedoffense is reauued. See, Rowler, 622 S.W.2d 442.
Necessity for charge on less& included ofknsemust be determined on mse bv case basis. In answerina this question, reviewing
court mustlw<at anevidence from t r d -reg&dless of whethe;
produced by prosecutionor defense.
ANALYSIS: Here when State proved alleged offense of capital
murder, it also proved lesscr inciuded offens% of aggravated issault. Eirst prong of Roystertcst is satisfied. I-lowcver,second
omne musialso-ke satisfied -lesser included offense chargeis not
r - - a,
required unless there is testimony raising the issue that ths accused isguilty only of thelesseroffense. Under the facts of this
case, a charge on the offenseof aggravated assault would be required only if testimony showed lackof intent by D to kiU c/w.
(Issue of intent is discussed immediately above).
Similarlv.
t guilt onlv of criminally
,. evidence did not s u ~ m rWs
negligent homicide or involunta;y'manslauYghter. These two off&ses. atthoueh
thev can be lesser included offensesof murder, dif---,
-fer from mGrder 6 themental state required to establish each.
There
is~ no evidence
-~ ~
~D acted merelvrecklesslv or with criminal
negligence - hi3 statement that he Loped he hid nut killed anyonc
during the "shoot out" did not entitle him to lesser offense chargc.
Fad that Ddid not intcned the result (c/w's death by officer Y)
did not alter his awareness and perception of risk involved.
~

~~~

~

~

~
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Larry Charles FRANKLIN, No. 70,170; Opinion b y Judge
Davis; Judges Onion, Clinton and Teague dissent; Writ
Relief Denied; September 21,1988.

-

AFFIRMATIVE FINDING IS A SHOTGUN A DEADLY
WEAPON PER SE?
Maiorityof TCA answers affirmativelv.This is a caseof first
i m p r c k i o " . ~ ~holds
A that shogun is adeadly weapon pcr sei.e., Penal Code definitions suoport conclusion that shoteun is
firearm. Because shotgun is ab'eadly weapon per se, D huad sufficient notice State would seek an affirmativefinding when it alleged in information that he "intentionally and kngwingly caused
the death of (c/w) by stabbing him with a knifeand shooting him
with a shotgun." .

..

-

Enrique Flores LOPEZ, No. 200-84; Opinion b y Presiding
Judge Onion; Judges Clinton, Teague and Campbell dissent; o n State's P.D.R.; September 21,1988.

-

STATUTORY CONSTRUCTION CONSTITUTIONALITY WHAT IS THE EFFECT O N A
PRIOR REVERSAL BY COURT OF APPEALS WHEN
STATUTE RELIED UPON IS LATER DECLARED WCONSTITUTIONAL?

-

FACIS: C/A reversed Ws burglary conviction for violation of
Texas Speedy Trial Act. State filed P.D.R.. After C/A decision,
TCA declared speedy trial act unconstitutional and void in
Meshell, 739 S.W.Zd246.
HELD: Case must be remanded to C/A for considerationof
Ws other points of error. An unconstitutional statute isvoid from
its inception. For that reason, it cannot providea basis for any
right or relief. A reversal premised on aviolation of the statute
could not stand.

Raymond Deleon MARTINEZ, No. 69,303; Opinion b y
Judge Clinton; Judge Onion and Davis concur inresults;
Judge McCormick dissents; Capital Murder Conviction
Reversed and Remanded; September 21,1988.

-

-

VOIR DIRE CAPITAL MURDER BIAS AGAINST
LAW "INTENTIONAL" AND "DELIBERATE":

-

TCA reversed capital murder conviction where death was assessed because of error at jury selection. D challenged four
veniremen for cause because each, at some point in voir dire, indicated that after finding D guilty of "intentional" murder, the juror
would "automatically" answer affirmativelyto the first special
issue on punishment.
As TCA held in Gardner, 730 S.W.2d 675, a capital murder
venireman who did not distinguish between an intentional and a
deliberate killing has demonstrated animpairment in his ability to
meaningfully reconsider guilt evidence in the codtext of the first
special issue at punishment. If the venireman cannot be
rehabilitated, he should be excused on a challenge for cause.
Here there was no proper rehabilitation.T/Cmerely reiterated
DA's hypothetical, thereby failing to satisfactorily rehabilitate the

venireman because the DA's hypothetical did not present an "intentional" murder. The hypothetical used was the"shooting into
the ceiling" example -TCA has previously ruled that this typeof
hypothetical does not illustrate thedifferencebetweenintentional
and deliberate. Gardner.
NOTE:The hypothetical used by the DA in this case was
that:
"NOW,the law again, and this question with deliberatelvis
trying togo t u &different staiesof mind of defendant;,
You may havcadefendant that goes in withagun and fires
the gun in the air to scare everyone, to gct them on the
ground so they won't sec. And the bullet hits a beam and
strikes a teller or the clerk. and the clerk dies. Caoital
~ . ~ c murder, intentionally duringihe course of robbe&. He intended
to pull the trigger, intended for the gun to be fired, intended
forthegun to go off, but was that act deliberate, did he willfully or purposely want thedeath of the clerk? Do you see
thedistinction?"
Ws challenge for cause should have been sustained because
hevenireman was not properly rehabilitated.
PROCEDURAL GUIDELINE:D preserved error for appeal.
At the time he exercised his 15th and final peremptorychallenge, he asked for an additional ueremotorvchallenee and
-i&
one. After D used that p ~ r c m p ~ o r y ~ h a l l cthe
ng
next venireman bccame the 12th iurur over D's assertion
that thevenireman was objectioiableand he would have exercised a peremptory challengeon him.

:hales Douglas HAWKINS, No. 194-83; O n D's P.D.R.;
)pinion b y Presiding Judge Onion; Judge White concurs
n result; Judge McCormick dissents; September 21,1988.
:/A Affirmed at 644 S.W.2d 764.

-

IEARCH AND SEIZURE ABANDONED PROPERTY:
FACIS: Officer was on routine patrol in "highcrime district".
hs officerentered parking lot, hesaw D. Althoughofficer had
ever arrested D, he had heard from narcotics officersthat Ddealt
I "dope".
Officer admitted he had: 1) no arrest warrant 2) no search warant and 3) no tip from informant or others concerning D. Officer
/as making routinechcck of parking lot. Iledid not state heob?wed any&iminal activity. No o n h t h e r than D was on parking
It.
As officergot out of patrol car, D looked toward car and
arted wdkingaway. Officercalled out that he wanted to talk to
Iand said, "come here a minute". D hollered "something" back
rhich the officer did not understand, and D continued to walk
way. Officer followed on foot, using a hand radio to call another
atml officer.
Officerdisclaimd any intention to apprehend ur arrest D, stat~r:heonlydesircd to talkto Dand look to socif D wascarrvinea
iitol. ~ n b t h eofficer
r
responded to original officefs call, h i
ulled hls vehicleinto driveway and stepped over to appellant
,bile original officer approached from opposite side. When cononted by second officer, D jerked his hands out of his pants
xket and threw a papur b& into nearby drainagcditih.~hcbag
as retrieved, and found to contain drugs. Meanwhile, D broke
td ran, being arrested the followingda~.
ISSUE: Did the abandonment of the contraband by D render it
Imissible? TCA answered no.

Significant Decisions Report
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RATIONALE: Majority relied onTCA's earlier opinionin
Comerv. Stale (decided April 13,1988). Comer sets out thefollowing standard for review in abandonment cases:
1. D must intend to abandon property, and
2. D must freely decide to abandon properly, and that
decision to abandon must not merely be the product of
police misconduct.
Thus, if accused abandons property in response to unlawful
police misconduct, abandonment will not be considered voluntary or independent.
Obviously before Comer test can apply, first step is to determine whether D was victim of illegal arrest or unwarranted investigative stop.
PRACTICE GUIDE: Remember that policemisconductcan
equal an unwarranted investigative stop. In other words, it
is not necessary that the police misconduct (the illegality) be
an illegal awest. The requisite misconduct can occur based
merely on an improper stop.
Here the investigativestop was improper for the following
reasons: (1) no officer testified they believed D had or was
engaged in criminal activity; (2) there was no testimony that officershad received information that D was engaged in criminal activity; (3)initial officer lacked specific and articulable facts to
justify a stop; (4) there is nothing inherently suspiciousabout an
individual standing in a parking lot of a night club at 8300 p.m.;
(5) thereareno facts indicatin anything suspicious about Ws
decision not to be questioned $officer.
PRACTICE GUIDE: TCA, relying on Supreme Court
opinion inhfmdenhall, 100 S.Ct. 1870, listed several "examples" of circumstances that might indicate a seizure even
where the accused does not attempt to leave. These include:
threatening presence of several officers
display of deadly weapon by officer
s o m e physical touching of citizen
useof language or tone of voice indicatingcompliance
with officer's request might be compelled.
Having decided that the initial stop was illegal, reviewing
court must now determine whether abandonment was voluntary.
FOCUS OFREVIEW. Nexus between the alleged abandonment and the legality of the person's detention.
HELD:TCA could not say that Ws relinquishment of contraband was voluntary and independent of unlawful police conduct. Rather, D's decision was direct result of misconduct because
police had no specific and articuable factson which to base avalid
~nvestigativestop.
COMMEW.TCA distinguished facts of this case from
recent Supreme Courl opinion concernin abandoned
property in Ckesfernut (reported in last A t i o n of SRWS
delivered 6/13/88). In that case,marked policecruiser foIlowed D, who had turned and be unto run once having
seen the police. Officerstestified t at they followed D
around corner 'to see where he was going". When poiice
drove beside D, officers saw D discard number of packets
which he pulled from his right hand pocket. Those packets
contained narcotics. TCA found facts in Hawkins distinguishable from Ckesfernut.Here, the actions of the police
were designed to control the direction of D's movement by
"closing in" on him in order to detain and question him.
Thus, Hawkins represents more than a mere approach by
law enforcement officers clearly identified as such.
See, also Sdcido, reported below.

a
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Benito SALCIDO, No. 221-85; O n D's P.D.R.; Opinion b y
iudge Onion; JudgesMcCormick and White concur in
result; September 21,1988.

-

SEARCH AND SEIZURE ABANDONED PROPERTY:
TCA relies on same rule from Comer discussed above in Hawn'ns.There are several distinctions bdwcen this c a r and Ilnwkins,
lowever. which deseweattention.The first distinction is that Sdid0 invoives an intent to search for contraband.
COMMENT: C/A also apcreed with D that police conduct
was illegal. en? officerLeived informatibn from "an informant" that D was "selling fixes" at car wash. Offimr
drove to location in unmark-ed police car and watched D
through pair of binoculars. D was seated in drivers seat of
brown El Camino which had beendescribed by Informant.
Officer watched D for 15 to 20 minutes D did not appear to
be using car wash facilities, but officer did not witness an
exchange of drugs or money or anything else resembling
sale.Officer agreed hedid not see D commit any illegal act.
Officer further agreed that there was no basis at time to arrest D.
After 20 minutes, officer went to police station and informed chief of "tio" and observations.Theduu return4 to
asked to and did get out of his car,
car wash. when
hetried to run. In process, D threw a small tin containing
heminagainst a dum ster. Chief admitted he approached
D with intent to searc D for heroin.
Second distinction between H d n s and Salcido is that here
CCA uses language from a New York case, cited favorably in
Hawkins, as part of its standard of review.
TCA HELD: 1.) D wasilleaallv detained without specific and
wticulable facts to justify thc;top;2.) Ddid not valun'tarilyahanion contraband. Important to the second holding was TCA's innpage that contraband "was discard4 as a spnlanwusrenction t l ~
lleeal ooliceconduct." Abandonment was not an "independent
wt'in&oiving a "calculated riskr'.
PRACTICE GUIDE: When attempting to establish a case of
inuoluntary abandonment, defense attorney should utilize
the "spontaneous reaction" approach. Focus of that approach is that accused's conduct was a reaction to illegal
oolice conduct. Obviouslv, State will t w to show that
Hccused's act was indep&dent and in;olved a measuring of
the risk involved --occurrina before any police involvement.
It may be that thecritical q u & t h becbks at what point
the ooiicc "got involvui", i.c., it may be sufficicnt to mcet
the"spontabus reaction" classificationif D can show
police were doing something morethan just watching him
Leg., police had already stopped D or D was swam they
were preparing to stop him.
~

was
R

Robert Ralph JOHNSON, No. 733-86;O n D's P.D.R.; Per
Curiam Opinion; September 21,1988.

--

DOUBLE JEOPARDY PLEA OF FORMERJEOPARDY
BASED O N PRIOR CONVICTION MUST INVOLVE
FINAL CONVICTION.
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View from the Bench
The Punishment Phase of Trial
by Judge Mary Bacon

When approximately ninety-six percent
of all criminal cases tried end up with
a "guilty" verdict at the "guilt-orinnocence" phase, why does it seem from
the bench that defense attorneys are so surprised and unprepared for the punishment
phase of the trial? Although I suppose that
surprise is a valid defense position before
the jury, lack of p'reparation for what may
be nearly inevitable spoils the effect of
what is so often a skilled performance by
the defense in the first phase of trial. Having talked here before about the importance
of the defendant's clothing and demeanor,
I'll move on to two other areas that may
be helpful-the value of family in the
courtroom and some thoughts on the intellectual underpinnings of punishment as
set out in Section 1.02 of the Texas Penal
Code.
I have not yet seen a case, whether tried
to a court or to the jury, when the presence
of friends and family has not helped the
defendant. A young lawyer who heard me
expound on this topic brought in an astonishingly unattractive set of siblings and inlaws to sit through the trial; the jury said
afterward that they considered their loyalty
to the defendant as a source of rehabilitation and lessened the punishment originally
considered. Another lawyer who knew
how I felt about families turned my advice
back on me by bringing in family to face
me at a "shock" probation hearing. They
looked like Grant Wood portraits, black
suits, worn churchgoing clothes. Even
though the defendant was not a very promising candidate, and the offense for which
he went to prison was, although nonviolent, quite serious, the strain and grief
on his father's face so stressed this court
that I granted the relief requested. Fortunately the decision to date seems to have
been correct; perhaps the strength of the

family is as real as it seemed to me that
day in court.
A second area worth examining is the
purpose of punishment, the "Objectives of
Code," as set out in Section 1.02. That
section contains, explicitly and implicitly
every practical or philosophical argument
that has been, or can be, made, to the best
of my knowledge. Subsection (I), for example, mandates that the public safety shall
be insured by (A), "the deterrent influences of the penalties." Deterrence is generally described as either "general" or
"specific." In a child abuse case, for instance, is the argument by a prosecutor that
a very stiff penalty should be imposed so
that a message will go out of the courtroom, aimed at the oublic at larre that
aoproves of spankin;, or is it more spec%caUy directed to those persons in socikty
who wound or maim their children? Or is
it directed only to the defendant?
Subsection (B) deals with rehabilitation.
Having spent nearly three years with the
academics in their classes and with their
books studying sentencing, I regret to
report to you that there are no serious
studies that indicate that rehabilitation efforts work. Even though everyone knows
anecdotally of someone who has turned his
life around, in the big picture no one can
prove that particular programs havemade
any difference. Nevertheless, defense argument in this area can be brilliant. I think
particularly of an ex-con, now a successful
citizen, who testified in a capital murder

-

Judge Mary Bacon presides over the
338111District Court ill Houston. She nos
originally appointed by Goventor Mark
White in 1983 and was reelected it1 1984.
Previously she was a referee of the 245th
District Corm and engaged inprivatepmctice.in both Civil and Crinlinal matters
fro111 1972 until 1981.
Judge Bnco11 is Board Certified. Texas
Board of Legal Specializatiorl in Family
Lntv since 1979. She received her Doctrine
of Jurisprridence degree from the University of Houston. Bates College of Lnw in
Houston and her B.A. degree b~ Spanish
from Georgia State University. She has
received nunlerorrs awards and honors for
her professio~ml conrribrrtions including
the President's Award from the Holrston
Bar Association ~ J I1985.
Judge BRCOII
is a frequent lecturer and
a sirbstantiul contributor to continuing
legal edrrcation progmrns throrrghout
Texas, including the Advanced Crinrinal
Law Corirse, the Advanced Civil Law
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Course und the Advanced Family Law
Course sponsored by the State Bur of
Tecms. Judge Bacon is curre~ftly
pursuing
a Master in Judicial Studies degree at the
University of Nevada at Reno, in conjnnction wit11 the National Judicial College.

case as an expert on rehabilitation programs in TDC. The jury was impressed
and answered Question Two "No. "
Subsection (l)(C), "such punishment as
may be necessary to prevent likely recurrence of criminal behavior" may well
mean incapacitation, the "lock 'em up and
throw away the key" argument. Some
criminal acts, such as theft and drug dealing, are far more likely to recur than
others, such as murder. The relative cost
to society of incapacitating a habitual thief
or a drug addict is a public policy problem
that may include a possibility for defense
argument in the punishment phase of an
appropriate case.
Subsections (1)(C) and (3), taken together, are today's philosophical battleground in the world of punishment. Rather
than being directed at "incapacitation," as
I have just discussed, (C) may as likely
mean such severe punishment that the person convicted will never want to commit
a crime again, rather similar to one meaning of "deterrence." Read with (3). "to
. permit recognition of differences in
rehabilitation possibilities among individual offenders," the objective b clearly to
look at the persons, in all their infinite
variety, who have committed the criminal
acts. Then it is time for the judge or jury
to find the punishment today that will
assure a defendant's good behavior in the
future. Guessing about the future and recognizing differences in individuals, such
as education, employment and beneficial
family life, bring about disparity in sentencing, a serious issue. As I said at the
beginning, however, defense arguments
supported by the mute testimony of family are powerful. The other part of Subsection (3), "to prescribe penalties that
are proporfionate to the seriousness of offenses . . ," is the samejustification that
has led to the Federal Sentencing Guidelines. Same crime, same punishment, without "
recognitionaf differences .
among individual offenders." Intellectually, the argument may well he unassailable;
humanly and judicially, it is hard to swallow. The struggle over to what extent
personal mitigating factors, despite the
heinousness of the crime, can, and must,
he taken into account in sentencing is taking place in the Supreme Court of the
United States right now. If I'm still a judge
after November Sth, we'll take a look from
the bench at some of those issues.

..

.

...

FRIENDS OF TCDLA
MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION
$25.00 Annual
NAME:
ADDRESS:

(home)

(work)

PHONE:

(home)
(work)

OCCUPATION:
SPOUSE:
TCDLA ASSOCIATE:
CHILDREN (ages):
SPECIAL INTERESTS:

COMMITTEE INTERESTS:

ENCLOSED: $
Thank you for your membership and support.
How did you find out about this organization:

. .

Type of Membership: Active
Financially supportive:
Ann Meyer
4008 Purdue
Dallas, Texas 75225
(214) 368-6755
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DWI Practice Gems
lntoxilyzer Operator Cross-Examination
by J. Gary Trichter

Part I1
kept changing as Mr.
into it, correct?

Intoxilyzer Operator
Cross-Examination

Check List

15. Yon have received instruction not to
have walkie-talkies on while in the
intoxilyzer room-there is a sign near
the intoxilyzer room which instructs
you and other officers not to turn their
walkie-talkies on?

1.' Did you mislead or misrepresent any
fact to the jury during your direct examination by the prosecutor?
2. How many times have you testified in
the past?
.

16. To your knowledge there is no RFI
detector on the intoxilyzer?

3. You have never testified on behalf of
a defendant, i.e., you never said a
defendant was not guilty?

17. RFI device locations?
18. 15-minute observation period:
- chewing gum on videolno trash
cans in the video room, hallway
or intoxilvzer room
- filling o u h e intoxilyzer test slip
during the observation period
- talking or not paying attention

4. You are a friend of the arresting
officer in this case?
was brought to
5. Before Mr.
the intoxilyzer for testing, yon already
expected that the next person to be
brought to you would be intoxicated?
6.

7.
8.
9.

10.

11.

-blew

J. Gary Trichter is a partner in the law
firm of Mallett, Trichter & Brann in
Houston, Texas. He is ca-author of the t a t
entitled Texas Drunk Driving Law by But- 19. You did not test Mr. w i t h this
You are a member of the DWI Task f e n p ~ t lPublishers.
intoxilyzer at the location where he
t
Mr. Trichter has also
Force?
was stopped?
written many journal articles and has
taught ns an a&nct professor of law at
You have seen the intoxilyzer mal- South Texas ColIege of Lnw and the 20. You did not test Mr. w i t h this
function in the past?
intoxilyzer at the time he drove his
Universiiy of Houston l a w Center.
automobile?
Driving while intmicafed criminal cases
You do not know how the intoxilyzer are ripe with numerous legal issuesfor the
works?
innovative practitioner. Acco~dingly,the 21. No other tests were done by you on
following is offered as fiod for fhougltfin
Mr,
such as checking his
You cannot take the intoxilyzer apart? your practice. In this regard, the author
blood hematocrit levels, taking his
also invites your inquiries, suggestions, artemperature, checking his bloodYou do not have a Ph.D.IMS in:
ticles, contributions and comments.
breath ratio, or checking Ids absorp- electrical engineering
tion or elimination rates?
- chemistry
- biology
22. You did not see Mr. d r i v e his
Simulator in Mr. '
s test?
- physics
automobile?
13. You did not check the intoxilyzer's
You are not an M.D.:
acetone detector either before or after 23. You do not know what Mr. -'
- RN
normal mental faculties are?
Mr. '
s test?
- LVN

12. Describeeverything you did with the

14. The digital display on the intoxilyzer
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contiwcd on page 33

From the Inside Out
by Win. T. Habern

Part II

I

Just when you thought it was safe to talk
to your client about parole in Texas, things
have changed again. The following is the
new policy being tried by the Board regarding parole release.
Next month will appear a complete discussion as to how this policy will affect
your representing clients going to TDC.

Salient Factor Score = 08
Risk Level = Medium
Risk Weight = 28
Sentence = 5 years
Time Served = 6 months
= 10.0 percent of sentence
Parole Score = 87.98
Parole Score = 100 at 15.0
percent of sentenct: served.
PS = [(28/1.05) 15.01 * 2.4 = 100
In this case the offender needs to
serve 3.4 months more.

+

Parole Guidelines: Parole SeorePrison Population Control Scenario
Risk Score Weights:
Good Risk = 30
Fair Risk = 28
Poor Risk = 26
Offense Severity Weights:
Low Offense Severity = 1.0
Medium Offense Severity = 1.05
High Offense Severity = 2.00
"3g" Offense = 3,3
Constant

=

2.4

The table below illustrates the percent
of sentence served necessary to achieve a
parole score equal to 100 based on the risk
and offense severity of the case.
Offense
Severity
Low
Medium
High
3g

Risk Score
Gair
Poor
13'0
12.0
15'0
15.0
I7.O
13.0
26.7
27'7
28'7
33.0
34'0
35'0

Good

An example of calculating the parole
score is detailed below:
Offense: Burglary of Building

\
Bill Habem i~ a graduate of Midwestan
University (B.A,) and Texas Tech University School of k w . He joinsd r11e T.D. C.
Staff Counsel for Inmates in 1973 and in
1975 began his own private practice which
is generally limited to matters involving
criminal sentencing, prison problenls,
parole and relatedposl con~ictianmatters.
He has offices in the Houston and Huntsville, Texas areas.
Mr. Habem is a director of TCDLA, and
chain?tan of the Corrections and Rehabilitation Committee. He has been the
co-author of the Parole Section for the
Advanced Criminal Law Course sponsored
bv the State Bar ofTeam and 110s authored
s~veral nrticles -011 State and Federal
I sentencing, prison, parole and related
post conviction mattes. He is afrequent
lecturer at Continuing Legal Education
sentinars for TCDLA, the State Bar of
Texas, and Houston 01wa law schools.

1

Offense Severity = Mediurn
Offense Severity Weight = 1.05

Parole Guidelines:
Parole Score-Ideal Scenario
Risk
Good
Score
RiskWeights:
= 15
-..-.
.

Fair Risk = LO
Poor Risk = 5
Offense Severity Weights:
Low Offense Severity = 1
Medium Offense Severity = 1.5
High Offense Severity = 2.0
"3g" Offense = 5.0
Constant

=

3.7

The table below illustrates the percent
of sentence served necessary to achieve a
parole score equal to 100 based on the risk
and offense severity of the case.
Score = 100 at Percent of~entenCe
Served

Offense
Severity

Good

Low
Medium
High
3g

12
17
19
24

Risk Score
Fair
Poor
17
20
22
25

22
23
24
26
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An example of calculating the Parole
Score is detailed below:
Offense: Burglary of Building
Offense Severity = Medium
Offense Severity Weight = 1.5
Salient Factor Score = 08
Risk Level = Medium
Risk Weight = 10
Sentence = 5 years
Time Served = 6 months = 10.0
percent of sentence
Parole Score = 61.64
Parole Score = 100 at 20
percent of sentence.
PS = [(10/1.5) 201 * 3.7 = 100
In this case the offender needs to
serve 6 more months.

mate will nor~nallyhe approved for parolc
if it is consistent with Board policy, the inmate has achieved satisfactory institutional
progress, there are no aggravating circumstances, and the discretionary review is
favorable.
The following table indicates the percent
of time to be served by sentence for several
common percentages where a parole score
of 100 is achieved. All sentences are in
years and time served is in months.
Months to be Served Based
on Sentence and Guideline Percent
Sentence (years)

+

Percent

2

3

4

5

10

Parole Guidelines:
Sample Parole Score Data Sheet
Name: Doe, John
TDC #: 333333
Sentence Begin Date: Januaty 15, 1987
Parole Eligibility Date: July 23, 1987
Minimum Expiration Date: July 30,
1989
Offense@): Burglary Building
Offense Severity Level: Mcdium
Sentence: 5 years
Flat Time Served: 6 months
Percent of Time Served: 10%
Salient Factor Score = 08
Risk Level: Medium
Parole Score = 87.98
Parole Score = 100 on October 3,
1987
The information provided above is for
use with parole guidelines. It does not indicate favorable parole actions. Favorable
parole action is based on an evalualion of
each case by parole decision-makers.
Parole euidelines are one of the factors
considered in the parole review process.

.,

a report with,recommendations by 1/1/88.
It is also recommended that an implementation team, working in conjunction
with the monitoring team, hut independent
of the evaluation process, be formed immediately and charged with im lementa
tion of parole guidelines an tentatlve
.parole.
A long-term study should evaluate the
effectiveness of these changes and be
prepared to recommend any administrative
or legislative changes necessary as a result
of a long-term evaluation.

dP

Parole Guidelines: Policy Decisions
A number of issues regarding the use
and applicability of parole guidelines have
been raised by the Parole Guideline Committee. It was the consensus of the committee to detail some of these issues and
present them to all decision-makers for
consideration. The list presented below is
illustrative of issues discussed and not
meant to be comprehensive.
The committee feels that a pilot implementation of the Parole Guidelines will
generate a more comprehensive listing of
policy issues that can be evaluated and considered at the conclusion of the pilot phase.
Policy Issues:
1. Who should be excluded from consideration under Parole Guidelines?
Example: Cases with 10-year sentences and greater.
Parole violators
"3g" offenders w h o mandatory release

2 . What are appropriate reasons for deviation fromparole guidelines and how are
deviations justified?
Mitigating and aggravating
circumstances
Parole Guidelines: Implementation

It is the consensus of the committee. that
a pilot projeet utilizing the Parole Guidelines, in conjunction with the implemenBased on offense severity and risk score, tation of the Tentative PamleMonth, begin
a case will achieve a parole score of 100 9/1/87, It is recommended that amonitorafter serving a certain percent of his sen- ing committee composed of staff, particitence. The Score of 100 is considered the pants in the pilot project, and decision"parole norm,'' which means that accord- makers monitor and evaluate the program
ing to established parole guidelines an in- for a minimum of 3 months and prepare
Parole Guidelines:
Percent of Time Served
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.

3 How do you treat cases sentencedunder
different laws?
Example: Consecutive Sentence
T.P.M. for cases already in
T.D.C. and in review process.
Low Offense Severity
NCIC
Code

Offense

Burglary
Burglary Building
Burglary of Motor Vehicle
Attempted Burglary Habitation
Attempted Burglary Building
Larceny (free text)
Larceny-Credit Card.
Attempted Theft
Theft-Person
Theft by Receiving
Theft-Property
Theft of Service
Theft of Livestock
Theft Through Bad Check
Theft Through Welfare Fraud
Vehicle (free text)
Unauthorized Use of Vehicle
Forgery
Forgery of Checks
Forgery of (identify object)
Counterfeiting of (identify
weapon)
Pass Forged (identify object)
Possession Forged (identify
object)
Attempt to Pass Forged
Instrument
Fraud (free text)
Impersonation of Public Servant
Fraud-Illegal Use of Credit
Cards
Fraud in selling securities
Other Fraud
Embezzle (free text)
Damage Property (free text)
Poss. of LSD or other
Hallucinogen
DeliverylDistribute Heroin
Possession OpiumlMorphine
ObtainlAcquire by Forged
Prescription
Possession Marijuana
Delivery Amphetamine
Prostitution
Aggravated Promotion of
Prostitution
Obstructing Criminal
Investigation
Resisting Arrest
Perjury
Bail Jumping

Liquor
Criminal Mischief
Tampering with Government

NCIC
Code

Documents
Medium Offense Severity
NCIC
Code

Offense
Homicide-Negligent
Manslaughter-Vehicle
Homicide-Negligent M a d (identify weapon)
Involuntary Manslaughter
False Imprisonment
Attempted Kidnappmg
Statutory Rape-No Force
Robbery (free text)
Robbery
Aggravated Robbery
Attempted Robbery
Assault (free text)
Aggravated Assault (identify
weapon)
Assault
Assault of Peace Officer
Retaliation
Burglary (free text)
Burglary-Habitation
Burglary of Habitation with
intent to Rape
Hinder Secured Creditors
Dangerous Drugs
Heroin-Possession
DeliverylDistribute Opium
Cocaine-Possession
Controlled SubstanceDistribution
Controlled Substance-Possession
Manufacture Controlled
Substance
DeliveryIDistribute Marijuana
Manufacture Amphetamine
Amphetamine-Possession
Illegal Investment
Indecent Exposure
Incest with Adult
Bigamy
Compelling Prostitution
Obstructing Police
Bail-Secured Bond
Perjury-Subordination of
Bribery
Weapons Offense
Carrying Prohibited Weapon
Hit and Run

OFFENSESEVERITYSCALE

3g Offense

913
1010
1118
1213

Offense
Capital Murder
Aggravated Kidnapping
Aggravated Sexual Assault
Aggravated Robbery
High Offense Severity

NCIC
Code
900
901
908
913
914
916
918
1000
1010
1011
1102
1103
l I05
1118
1119
1120
1213
1318
1319
1320
2000
2011
2211
3504
3510
3511
3513
3531
3600
3601
3612
3614
3801
3802
3803
4901
4903
4905

Offense
Homicide
Homicide-Willful KillFamily Gun
Homicide-Willful Kill-Police
Officer
Murder
Homicide-Attempted Capital
Murder
Attempted Murder
Voluntary Manslaughter
Kidnapping (free text)
Aggravated Kidnapping
Kidnapping
Rape with (identify weapon)
Rape-Strongarm
Sexual Assault-SodomyMan-Gun
Rape
Rape of a Child
Attempted Rape
Aggravated Robbery
Assault
Injury to a Child
Injury to an Elderly Person
Arson (free text)
Arson
Burglary Habitation with
Deadly Weapon
Poss. of LSD or other
Hallucinogen
Heroin-Sell
DeliverylDistribute Heroin
Heroin-Manufacture
Cocaine-Distribute
Sex Offense (free text)
Sex Offense-Against
Child-Fondling
Incest
Indecency with a Child
Neglect Familv
cruelty owa aid Child
Cruelty Toward Spouse
~sca~e
Aiding Prisoner Escape
Attempted Escape
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The Investigator
by Jack Murray

FOIA

I h sure that when Congressman John
Moss, a banker from California, created
the first Freedom of Information Act in
1966, he had no idea what the scope or
magnitude of the finished product would
be by 1988. Moss, who was angered by
government bureaucrats who ignored his
requests for information about the execuqive branch believed that Congress needed

information to properly oversee the expenditure of tax dollars. He also felt that files
paid for by tax dollars should be open for
public inspection.
By 1974 it was obvious that the original
bill was unequal to the task and government agencies consistently stonewalled the
public, the press and the legislature. However, the Watergate scandal prompted the
Congress to pass, over Gerald Ford's veto,
an amended act.
In 1976 Congress again limited what
could be withheld as exempt from disclosure hy ni~rro\vingits in~&~oration
of
thc disclosure nrohibition of other statutes.
A minor change was made in 1978 to update the FOIA's provision for disciplinary
proceedings.
The basic premise of the Act is simple.
Anyone can ask for records in an Agency's files and the Agency must respond
within 10 working days. Only if that information falls into one of nine exempted
categories can the Agency withhold the
data.

Jack Mrrvay is tl~eowner of Sorrtl~west
Recovery Sen'ices, Dallas, Te.1-as,a Texns
licensedpri~~ate
im~estigatio~rsfi~~~r~
He has
a BSji'om the Unisersity of Harford, MBA
from the Uniwrsity of Connecticrrt and has
Irad specialized accide~rt inwstigation
training at tlre Trafic I~~sritrrte
of Nortlrwestern Universify and Accident Reco~rstrnction School of Tesas A&M University.
A tnenrber of the Norrlr Texas Prisate
brvestigntors Associatiorr. Ihe Natiorral'
Association of investigative Specialists and
the National Associotior~of Legal lnvesti- Exemptions
gators, he has been rc licensedprivate btvestigator in the State of Texas since 1976.
' Most criminal investigations fall under
111 1987, he earned the designarion of Exen~ptions7 and 7A of the FOIA, which
"Certified Legal I~rvestigator" by the protects from mandatory disclosure, "inNatiorral Association of Legal Iuvestiga- vestigative records compiled for law entors. He has worked nrrnrerorrs civil and forcement purposes, but only to theextent
crin~inalcases in Te.ws, Louisiar~aand that the production of such records would
New York. 111 addition to attending civil (A) interfere with enforcement proceedand crirni~ml itn~estigationsen!i~m,ain ings, (B) deprive a person of a right to fair
Chicago, Washi~rgto~~,
D. C., Sarr Antonio, trial or a impartial adjudication, (C) conLnke Tahoe, Denwr and Naslr~ille,Ire has stitute an unwarranted invasion of personal
been a speaker at serni~~ars
in Dallus, privacy, (D) disclose the identity of a conPlriladeielphia atrd Boston. 111 1988 Ire fidential source and, in the case of a record
received tlre Editor and Publislzer Awmrd compiled by a criminal law enforcement
j?om tlre Notio~mlAssociation ofLegal111- authority in the course of a criminal investigcrtors. He ciirrently s e n ~ as
s clr[iir- vestigation, or by an agency conducting a
n~onof tlre Certificotiorr and Conti~rrring lawful national security intelligence inEdr~catiorr Conenittees of the National vestigation, confidential information furnished only by the confidential source, (E)
Association of Legal Investigators.
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disclose investigative techniques aud procedures, or (F) endanger the life or physical safety of law enforcement personnel."
Exemption 7A authorizes the withholding of investigatory records if their disclosure would "interfere with" proiected
. .
or ongoing law cnforucmcnt proceedings.
The intent of Omgresi i n enacting Exeniption 7A was to prevent harm to the Government's case in court by not requiring
the premature release of evidence or
information.
As a general rule, the FOIA can not he
used to get personnel data from law enforcement agencies; however, the FOIA's
(b) (7) exemption for certain law enforcement records is narrow enough that it does
in fact provide a good deal of access to
such material.
Confidential Sources
Electronic surveillance devices (wiretaps
and bugs) can not be considered a "confidential source" under the Act. Exemption (b)(7)(E) permits information to be
withheld if its release would "disclose iovestigative techniques and procedures."
The legislative history makes it clear that
this is supposed to apply only to secret
techniques and that material relating to
well-known tests, such as fingerprinting or
spectrographic analysis should be released.
In addition, the FBI manual states that
ballistic tests and "bait money" are also
well-known techniques that should not be
withheld. But there is plenty of room for
debate about whether or not a great many
other techniques are well-known. The FBI,
for example, withholds information indicatiug such seemingly well-known techniques as mail covers, pretext telephone
calls and interviews, trash covers, stop
notices, photo albums, and photo surveillance. Since virtually everyone who reads
the newspaper or watches TV has heard

of these FBI techniques, such information
would probably be released if a lawsuit
were filed.
A colleague of mine, Tony Golec of
Belleville, Illinois has obtained some very
interesting and helpful manuals from
various federal law enforcement agencies.
For instance, i%e Legal Handbook for
Special Agents, from the FBI; Investigatii~e
Priorities, Procedwes and Techniques
from ATF; and the Handbook far Special
Agents and En~ni~lation
Techniques Handbook for Estate Tax- Examiners from the
IRS.
Don't Be Misled
If an agency says that certain information or documents are exempt from disclosure, don't take their word for it. Many
people feel intimidated because statements
that the agencies make sound so authoritative. Agencies will not suggest that something withheld may be in a gray area. In
some agencies, the people processing requests have never been properly trained
and d o not understand what the access
statutes require. Sometimes they have no
idea what the agency's own regulations for
handling information requests actually are.
Government agencies have been known to
be very misleading regarding access to information, so never blindly accept what officials processing your requests say. The
1974 Amendment to the FOIA gives you
the right not only to appeal actual denials
but also to appeal (and indeed sue) if the
time limits set out in the statute are not met.
While a few agencies have voluntarily
adopted oral procedures for making FOIA
requests, others require that aN FOIA requests be made in w;iting. Written requests
are better because it is easier to enforce
your right when you have documented
your request.
This raises another series of questions.
How precisely must an FOIA request describe the records wanted? The answer is
that the agency must seaich for records if
the request "reasonably describes the
material sought." The legislative history
of the 1974 Amendment states that a "reasonable description" is one that would be
sufficient "if it enables a professional
en~ployeeof the agency who was familiar
with the subject area of the request to
locate the record with a reasonable amount

of effort." On the other hand, common
sense dictates that you should give the
agency as detailed and precise a description as possible. Thedownside riskis that
the agency fills the request exactly as
presented and other available pertinent information is not provided because it is not
identified. Therefore, be precise but openended in phrasing your requests.
Besides providing a reasonable description of what you are requesting, your letter should also include:
1) Which statute you are requesting
under, the FOIA or the Privacy Act. If you
are requesting personnel files under both
acts, cite both of them.
2) Remind the agency that if some portion of the material i s exempt, t h e - ~ c t
requires them to release "segregable portions"-that is everything that is left after
the exempt material is deleted.
3) Youareentitledtoknowthegrounds,
that is the exemptions, on which the request is being denied or material is being
deleted. State that you want a detailed
justification of the withholding.
4) State that if the Agency's response is
not satisfactory you will write an administrative appeal. Ask for the name of the
official to whom such appeals should be
sent. (Agencies are required to give you
this information even if you don't ask for
i.l,.
r\
5) Straighten out the costs in advance.
You should either make it clear that you
are prepared to pay all reasonable search
and copying fees, or you should state that
you want to benotified before the request
is processed.
6) State that you would like the agency
to contact you if they need to clarify some

aspect of your request.
Follow-Up Calls
It is always a good idea to follow up your
written request by telephone to the agency in question. Be cordial, take notes on
your conversation and follow up your conversation with a letter to the official with
whom you spoke. The letter accomplishes
three things: 1) it reminds the official of
what was agreed upon; 2) it will provide
a written record when your request file is
passed on to other personnel; 3) if there
has been a misunderstanding in the phone
conversation, the letter will alert both
you and the agency in time to set things
straight.
For more specifics on filing an FOIA request it's well worth spending $1 .SO at the
US Government Bookstore for Publication
100-199, A Citizens Guide 011 Using tlie
Freedom of lr~ornmtionAct and the Privacy Act of 1974 to Reqrrest Goiwnment
Records.
Other Avenues
From the unofficial point of view there
are two other approaches to keep in mind
when doing an FOIA Request: 1) try to
find someone else who has sued the Government in a non-FOIA lawsuit and obtained evidence on the subject; 2) issue a
public sjatement about agency activities
that may bring out the information you
want when the agency decides to explain
or rebut to the media.
Always remember that the function of
bureaucracy is to transform pure energy
into solid waste!

Long Range Planning
Committee Meeting
Will be held at the DOUBLETREE HOTEL AT POST OAK, 2001 Post Oak
Boulevard, Houston, on December 2, 1988 at 3:00 p.m. to 4:00 p.m.
This meeting is an open meeting and all members are welcome to attend and
help TCDLA make plans for the future. Please bring your ideas, advice and information that will help TCDLA better represent you, the criminal defense lawyer,
or the criminal justice system.
If you have ideas, advice, information or requests and cannot attend, please
send to Ron Goranson, 714 Jackson Street, Suite 900, Dallas, Texas 75202
o r call Ron at (214) 651-1121.
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In and Around Texas
by John Boston

Continuing Legal Education
The two TCDLA Short Courses, federal
and state, held in San Antonio and Fort
Worth, respectively, are history. Basedon
early responses from the participants, both
were well-received as to content and presentations. The financial reports on the
courses are not yet in, hut reports to the
TCDLA Board should be ready for the
Board meeting in Houston on 3 December.
Speaking of which, the Criminal Defense
Lawyers Project will hold a state law skius
course at the Houston Doubletree Inn, Post
Oak Road on 1 and 2 December followed
by the Board meeting on 3 December. On
18 November in Austin at the Waller
Creek Hotel CDLP will sponsor a defense
of sex crimes seminar. That will be it for
CLE in 1988.This space will have a preview of 1989 TCDLAlCDLP CLE in the
December issue of the Voice.

system. Evans has worked up a provocative presentation as part of his contribution
to the Speaker's Bureau. The idea being
that the public ought to know what the role
of the criminal defense lawyer reaUy is in
the criminal justice system. If you're inRight Stuff
terested in making a talk to a group in your
Gerry Morris, TCDLA Legislative community, Evans has an outline prepared
Committee chair, now has a regular col- which can be tailored to your own style for
umn in the Voice on the upcoming presentation to civic groups, and governlegislative session in Austin, and this writer ment classes in secondary schools and colwill be the TCDLA legislative represen- leges. One point he makes is that getting
tative during the 1989 session. Any help an invitation to speak may be difficult if
you can give, drafting proposed legis- yon say you are going to talk about the
lation, finding a state senator or repre- Constitution, but if yon couch your offer
sentative willing to sponsor legislation, to speak to a group in terms of their havtestifying before legislative committees or ing the opportunity to take pot shots at a
attending the TCDLA legislative commit- criminal defense lawyer on such topics as
tee meetings, will be greatly appreciated. plea bargaining, early release, and other
Each Friday at noon, Morris will host a crime related topics, you stand a much betmeeting at his office in Austin (710West ter chance of being invited to make a
Avenue) to review pending legislation and presentation.
David Bntsford is back as amicus curiae
to plan the legislative committee's activities during the following week. See his col- committee chairman and doing good work,
the most recent of which was the amicus
umn for more details.
John Lmeharger and Tim Evans are brief in support of petitioner in Penry v.
the TCDLA Speakers Bureau committee, Lynaugh before the U S . Supreme Court,
which has the goal of improving the image a case which will be decided this term.
of the criminal defense lawyer and inforn- Also representing TCDLA in the Penry
ing the public about the criminal justice case were Board members, Carolyn Gar-
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cia and counsel of record, Mark Stevens.
Ned RoUo, Executive Director of Open,
Inc., a nonprofit corporation that assists inmates, parolees, and ex-offenders and their
families, is in the process of publishing
handbooks to assist Open, h c . 3 clients
with information on getting and keeping a
job, dealing with the system, helping families and other very valuable and helpful
advice to the clients. Four of twelve of the
booklets have already been published and
more are in the works. If you represent or
have represented defendants who fit the
description of Open, hc.'s clients, you can
get more information to assist them from:
Open, Inc.
P.O. Box 566025
Dallas. Texas 75356-6025
Might Stuff
The Texas Department of Corrections
denies lawyers full access to their clients
in TDC, according to TCDLA Board
member and corrections expert, Bill
Habern. Habern made a presentation on
corrections and TDC at the state law short
course in Fort Worth. One point is that
inmates are being denied access to legal
counsel because lawyers are not being
allowed to visit clients privately, and documents cannot be exchanged; even a former
staff attorney for TDC was turned away
and denied a visit with his client. A prison
official asked a woman lawyer if she was
the "common-law wife" of the inmate
who was her client, after waiting to see
him for over an hour. After being told she
could have a private conference with her
client, the unit major changed his mind and
allowed only a visit in the family visiting
area, which prevenfed the lawyer from
reviewing legal documents with her client.
Such is the state of access to counsel at the
Texas Department of Corrections. However, there is a remedy. If you have a client

in TDC, you should carry a copy of the
Uniforni Inmate Access to Courts, Counsel
and Public Official Rules (as approved by
the order of Judge William Wayne
Justice, 8 March, 1983) which was printed
in Habern's column in the September 1986
issue of the Voice at page 24. (If you no
longer have that issue, call or write the
home office for a copy of the article.) Procedurally, if you need to visit your client
in TDC, call the unit the day before your
visit and prior to 3:00 p.m. Also, if you
need to pass documents to your client or
have a contact visit so you can go over
documents with him, notify prison officials
when you call to arrange your client visit.

After making your request in advance, if
you are refused or hassled, call Michelle
Deitch with the Ruiz monitor office, (713)
650-0065, P.O. Box 61467, Houston,
Texas 77208. If you have had past adverse
experiences withTDC, write up the details
and send to Deitch at the Ruiz monitor
office. Also note that under the rules,
paralegals may be admitted to assist in
client interviews.
Membership
The new membership drive which began
at the end of July has resulted in at least
30 new members. Membership Commit-

tee chairmen, Jeff Kearney and Chuck
Lanehart, are continuing the drive by
having a contest to see which director,
associate director or regular member can
recruit the most new members; the minimum to be eligible to win the contest is five
new regular members. The three winners,
one Director, one Associate Director and
one regular member, will each receive one
free round-trip ticket to Cancun for the
TCDLA Spring trip, 5-9 April 1989.
The current regular membership of
TCDLA is 1,307, the highest ever at this
time of year. Let's go for 1,500. Every
member get just one new member. There
is strength in numbers.

TCDLA Committee Update
by Jeffrey Hinkley

This Committee Update covers the activities of the Spring Trip Committee, the
Amicus Curiae Committee, and the Membership Committee as of September I ,
1988.

ful opportunity to increase your criminal
law skills and acquire MCLE credits while
enjoying a well-deserved vacation.

AMICUS CURIAE COMMITTEE
SPRING TRIP COMMITTEE
Mr. Buddy M. Dicken, 112 South
Crockett, Sherman, Texas, (214-8937171), is the chairman of this Committee.
Mr. Dicken is a charter member of
TCDLA and is the current Assistant SecretarylTreasurer. As you know, each year
TCDLA plans a criminal law seminar as
the focal point of its Spring Trip. For
1989, Mr. Dicken is putting together a trip
to Cancun, Mexico, from April 5 to April
9. Hotel accommodations will be provided
by the Hotel Intercontinental. Although the
seminar program is still in the formulation
stages, Mr. Dicken assures us that the
topics and speakers will be at the same exceptional level as those provided for last
year's seminar in Mazatlan, Mexico. Read
your issues of the Voice for all the details,
and please take advantage of this wonder-

Chairman David L. Botsford wants the
membership to know that the Petfly brief
is complete and will have been filed with
the U S . Supreme Court on or before Septen~ber9, 1988. Mr. Botsford wishes to
compliment Mark Stevens of San Antonio,
who was the lead draftsman in preparing
the Pemy brief, for his outstanding work.
Mr. Botsford and Carolyn Clause Garcia
of Houston, Texas, provided the primary
assistance to Mr. Stevens in the preparation of the Perup brief. Mr. Botsford also
extends a sincere "thank you" to Mr.
Gerald H. Goldstein, San Antonio, Texas,
for Mr. Goldstein's excellent performance
in preparing the briefs for TCDLA in the
United States 1,s. Carralez and United
States vs. Perez cases, wherein Federal
District Judge Nowlin, Western District,
Austin Division, held the Federal Sentencing Guidelines unconstitutional.

MEMBERSHIP COMMITTEE
After three (3) years as the Membership
Committee chairman, this author stepped
down in order to pursue other activities.
The Membership Committee is now in the
able hands of Mr. Jeff Kearnev, 1050 First
Republic Bank Tower, 801 cherry Street,
Fort Worth, Texas, (817-336-5600). Assisting Mr. Kearney is Chuck Lanehart,
1217 Avenue K, Lubbock, Texas, (806765-7370), who will serve as the co-chairman governing the TCDLA Associate
Directors. With TCDLA membership at its
highest level ever, the co-chairmen have
basically planned on a continuation of my
previous policies. Mr. Kearney and Mr.
Lanehart are, however, studying some additional recruiting concepts. Consideration
is being given to a membership competition complete with prizes for the person
who sponsors the most new members; a
concentrated student membership drive
within the Texas law schools; letters
directed to subscr~bers (non-TCDLA
members) of various criminal law publications; and assistance from a consultant
specializing in membership recruitment
techniques.
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New Members

Jesus Maria Alvarcd
501 N. Britton Ave.
Rio Grande City, Texas 78582 MEM
(512) 487-7336
ENDORSER: Edward A. Mallett
MEMBERSHIP DATE: August 31, 1988
George E. Ashford, 111
714 Jackson, Ste. 200
Dallas, Texas 75202 MEM
(214) 741-5120
ENDORSER: Mechthild Bcrnhard
MEMBERSHIP DATE: September 2, 1988
Carey B. Boethel
P.O. Box 33
Giddings, Texas 78942 MEM
(409) 542-4242
ENDORSER: Keith E. Jagmin
MEMBERSHIP DATE: August 16, 1988
Russell P. Brooks
P.O. Box 1905
Greenville, Texas 75401 MEM
(214) 455-3647
ENDORSER: John C. Boston
MEMBERSHIP DATE: August 29, 1988
Ginny E. Canipa
P.O. Box 402382
Austin, Texas 78704-5585 MEM
(512) 346-9902
ENDORSER: Gregory Zaney
MEMBERSHIP DATE: August 15. 1988
Paul J. Chitwood
I1325 Pegilsus, Ste. S-142
Dallas, Texas 75238 MEM
(214) 349-8833
ENDORSER: John C. BoSton
MEMBERSHIP DATE: August 15, 1988
Chas. G. "Chuck" Clay
500 N. Griffin
Dallas, Texas 75202 MEM
(2 14) 748-0900
ENDORSER: Jan E. Hemphiil
MEMBERSHIP DATE: August 26, 1988
Anne Adair Dunlap
714 Jackson St., Ste. 610

A,, rDLA

I,,,

29, 1988

Dallas, Texas 75202 MEM
(214) 748-5500
ENDORSER: Stuart Parker
MEMBERSHIP DATE: August 25, 1988
Gene E. Gundersen
3WO Smith
Houston. Texas 77006 MEM
(713) 52'0-1620
ENDORSER: Carolvn Clause Garcia
MEMBERSHlP D A ~ July
:
13, 1988
Richard F. Gutierrez
113 E. Losova St.
Del Rio,
78840 MEM
(512) 774-5591
ENDORSER: Francisco 0. Medina
MEMBERSHIP DATE: July 29, 1988

exa as

M. M. Halpern
3626 N. Hall, Ste. 826
Dallas, Texas 75219 MEM
(214) 526-2800
ENDORSER: Carter Thompson
MEMBERSHIP DATE: August 29, 1988
Mark E. Hasse
81 17 Preston Rd.
600 Preston Conlmons. West
Dallas, Texas 75225 MEM
(214) 373-9100
ENDORSER: Kerry P. FitzGerald
MEMBERSHlP DATE: July 18, 1988
Jesus M. Hernandez
707 Myrtle Ave.
El Paso, Texas 79901 MEM
(915) 532-3934
ENDORSER: Jeff Kearney
MEMBERSHIP DATE: July 29, 1988

,

,
,,,,I,,,

ENDORSER: William Louis White
MEMBERSHIP DATE: August 25, 1988
Willie F. Ingram
5787 S. Hamnton. Ste. 230
Dallas,
75232 MEM
(214) 330-0772
ENDORSER: Jan E. Hemphill
MEMBERSHIP DATE: September 6, 1988

exa as

Gene L. Locke
3303 Main, Ste. 304
Houston, Texas 77002-9392 MEM
(713) 526-1998
ENDORSER: Edward A. Mallett
MEMBERSHIP DATE: Augusl 26, 1988
Steve J. Martin
4109 cat Hollow
Austin. Texas 78731 AFF
(512) 346-7607
ENDORSER: Wm. T. Habern
MEMBERSHIP DATE: August 1, 1988
William A. Meiken
Box 81
Richmond, Texas 77469 MEM
(713) 342-3321
ENDORSER: John C. Boston
MEMBERSHIP DATE: September 2, 1988
Robert A. Montserrat
3102 Maple, #400
Dallas, Texas 75201 MEM
1214) 969-6931
ENDORSER: Tim K. Banner
MEMBERSHIP DATE: August 1, 1988
Herschel T. Moore
I302 West Avenue
Austin, Texas 78701 SUS
(512) 479-0007
ENDORSER: John C. Boston
MEMBERSHIP DATE: August 3, 1988

Sam R. Hicks
1025 N. Mallard
Palestine. Texas 75801 MEM
(214) 723-8881
ENDORSER: Wni. M. House. Jr.
MEMBERSHIP DATE: ~ u ~ u2,s t1988

.I. Paul Nelson
P.O. Box 934

Basil L. Hoyl, Jr.
Box 6571
Huntsville, Texas 77342 MEM
(409) 294-2978

Henderson. Texas 75653-0934 MEM
014) 657-i424
ENDORSER: Clifton L. "Scranov"
-..
Holmes
MEMBERSHIP DATE: August 26, 1988
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Stephen A. Nicholas
424 E. Nueva
San Antonio, Texas 78205 MEM
(512) 224-581 1
ENDORSER: 1. Gary Trichter
MEMBERSHIP DATE: August 30. 1988

Richard E. Weaver
307 S. McDonald
McKinney, Texas 75069 SMF
(214) 548-9733
ENDORSER: John C. Boston
MEMBERSHIP DATE: August 19, 1988

Jeffery H. White
P.O. Box 155
Canton, Texas 75103 MEM
(214) 567-4155
ENDORSER: John A. Sickel
MEMBERSHIP DATE: July 21, 1988

Horacio Pena, Jr.
900 N. Bryan, Ste. 201
Mission, Texas 78572 MEM
(512) 581-8800
ENDORSER: Robert E. DeLaGarza
MEMBERSHIP DATE: August 5, 1988

Patrick K. Weslerbeck
500 Turtle Cove, #2W
Rockwall, Texas 75087 MEM
(214) 771-1441
ENDORSER: Charles Tessn~er
MEMBERSHIP DATE: August 29,

Nick D. Woodall
500 Turtle Cove, Ste. 200
Rockwall, Texas 75087 MEM
(214) 771-1441
ENDORSER: Charles Tessmer
MEMBERSHIP DATE: August 29, 1988 W

Willian~C. Rice, Jr.
102 N. McIver
Madisonville, Texas 77864 MEM
(409) 348-3551
ENDORSER: Hal R. Ridley
MEMBERSHIP DATE: July 1, 1988
John E. Russo
3207 Forest Brook Dr.
Spring, Texas 77373 MEM
(713) 350-8936
ENDORSER: 1. Gary Trichter
MEMBERSHIP DATE: June 29, 1988
Patricia R. Saum
4412 Caroline
Houston. Texas 77004 MEM
(713) 529-4247
ENDORSER: William T. Habern
MEMBERSHIP DATE: September 6, 1988
Steven S. Stavron
One Tandv Center
Fort ~ o r i h Texas
,
76102 MEM
(817) 336-3888
ENDORSER: Tim Evans
MEMBERSHIP DATE: August 8, 1988
H. Rhett Stein
Statewide Bail Bonds
1230 N. Industrial
Dallas, Texas 75207 AFF
(214) 742-9830
ENDORSER: John C. Boston
MEMBERSHIP DATE: July 27, 1988
Robert Storch
2010 Houston Ave
Houston, Texas 77007 SDM
(713) 868-1010
ENDORSER: Edward A. Mallett
MEMBERSHIP DATE: August 3, 1988

Lawyers' Assistance Committee Members
District 1:
Charles Rittenherry
500 Fisk Building
Amarillo, Texas 79101
(806) 372-1217

Jack Zimmerman and Jim Lavine
Five Post Oak Park, Ste. 1130
Houston, Texas 77027
(7 13) 552-0300

Mark Hall
P.O. Box 2187
Lubbock, Texas 79408
(806) 763-4617

Kent Schaffer
3000 Texas Commerce Tower
600 Travis St.
Houston, Texas 77002
(713) 228-8500

District 2:

Jim Bobo
409 North Test
Odessa, Texas 79761
(915) 332-0676
Rod Ponton
P.O. Box D
El Paso, Texas 79951
(915) 532-1601

District 6:
Robert Yzaguirre
821 Nolana
McAilen, Texas 78501
(512) 682-4308
Douglas Tinker
622 S. Tancahua
Corpus Christi, Texas 78403
(512) 882-4378

District 3:
Ed Mason
12221 Merit Dr., Ste. 850
Dallas. Texas 75251
Jack Strickland
500 Main St., Ste. 201
Fort Worth, Texas 76102
(817)
\
, 338-1000
District 4:

E. J. VanBuren, Jr.
512 E. 11th
Houston, Texas 77008 MEM
(713) 861-1959
ENDORSER: Dick DeGuerin
MEMBERSHIP DATE: July 11, 1988

District 5:

Fred R. "Buck" Files, Jr.
109 West Ferguson
Tyler, Texas 75702
(214) 595-3573

District 7:
Gerald Goldstein
2900 Tower Life Bldg.
San Antonio, Texas 78205
(512) 226-1463

District 8:
Lvnn Malone
McDonald, Harmon, Malone and Canonico
P.O. Box 1672
Waco, Texas 76109
(817) 754-7317
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TEXAS CRIMINAL DEFENSE LAWYERS ASSOCIATION
600 West 13th Street
Austin, TX 78701
(RETURN POSTAGE GUARANTEED)

TEXAS CRIMINAL DEFENSE LAWYERS
ASSOCIATION
MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION
(Please print or type)
NEW MEMBER APPLICATION
RENEWAL APPLICATION
NAME
(To appear Sn Membership Directory)

MAILING ADDRESS
CITY

S T A T E Z I P

BUSINESS TELEPHONE (-)
TELECOhIhlUNICATIONS ACCESSIBILITY:
Y E S N O TELECOhlMUNlCATlONS PROTOCOL-N/ABAR CARD NUMBER
NAhIE
(As

recorded on State Bar Card)

TITLE FOR SALUTATION:
( h l r . ) ( h l r s . ) ( h l s )
BAR DATE: Motlth

Some of the best legal minds
. . .in

this state already belong to t h e Texas Criminal Defense
Lawyers Association. We believe w e have n o w t h e best Criminal Defense Bar in t h e United States. We maintain t h a t level
of excellence b y continuously seeking o u t n e w minds, n e w
energies. Therefore w e want YOU. .if y o u r legal and personal
philosophies are c o ~ n p a t i b l ewith o u r ptrrposesandobjectives:
0 To provide an appropriate state organization representing those
lawyers who are actively engaged in the defense of criminal cases.
To protect and insure by rule of law those individual rightsguaraoteed by the Texas and Federal Constitutions in criminal cases.
To resist proposed legislation or rules which would curtail such rights
and to promote sound alternatives.
To promote educational activities to improve the skills and knowledge of lawyers engaged in the defense of criminal cases.
0 To improve thejudicial system and to urge the selectionand appointment to the bench of weli-qualified and experienced lawyers.
To improve the correctional system and to seek more effective
rehabilitation opportunities for thoseconvicted of crimes.
To vromote constant improvement in the administration of criminal
justice.
ADVANTAGES FOR TCDLA MEMBERS

.

Year

PROFESSIONAL ORGANIZATIONS: (Current)
Local
County

.

State

AREAS OF SPECIAL INTEREST IN CRlhIlNAL
LAW (Certification not required)
CERTIFIED CRlhIlNAL SPECIALIST:
Y E S NORESIDENCE TELEPHONE (-)

.

The monthly Voice for the Definse magazine.
The "Significant Decisions Report" of important cases decided by thc Texas Court of
Criminal Appeals and the Federal Courts.
TCDLA Membership Directory-referrals to and from Criminal Defense Lawyers in
over I 0 Texas cilics.
Outstanding educational programs-featuring recognized experts on practical aspects
ofdefensccases. TCDLA and ihe Slate Bar m u a l l y present many seminars and murses
in all parts of the slate.
Availability of Lawyers Assistance Committee, a ready source of information and assistance to members, and the Amicus Curiae Committee.
The Attorney General's Crime Prevention Newslener. Summaries of latest Texas Court
of Criminal Appeals cascs available to private practitioners only through TCDLA's
group subscription. included in dues.
Organizational voice through which criminal defense lawyers can formulate and exmess their mrition on le~islalion,
murt reform, important defense cases h u g h Amicus
Curiae activily.
Discounts and free offerinas
of interest to criminal defense lawyers.
- for publications
.
Messenger service in the Capital area.

Have you ever been disbarred or disciplined by any
bar association, or are you the subject of disciplinary
action now pending?
Date

(Signature of Applicant)

ENDORSEhIENT
I, a member of TCDLA, believe this applicant to be a
person of professional competency, integrity, and
good nioral character. The applicant is actively engaged in tile defense of crinlinal cases.
Date
(Signature of Member)
(Print or Type Member's Name)

Moil lo:

Texas Criminal Defense Lawyers Associalion
600 West 13th Street
Austin, Texas 78701
(512)478-2514

ELIGIBILITY AND DUES
Effective: April 19. 1988
Voluntary Sustaining Dues (VS). ...............$3W.W
Suslaining Dues (SUS) ....................... 2W.00
DUBSlor members in the firm of
a sustaining member (SMF) ................. 50.00
Members admilled lo practice: (MEM)
2 years or less . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 50.00
2-5 years.. ............................. IW.OO
5 or more years ......................... 150.00
Arniafe: Persons in careers which contribute to defense of
criminal cases, e.g., law professors, are eligible for afliliale membership upon approval of the application and
receipt of the annual dues.
AffiliateDues (AFF) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 50.00
Swdenls: Those regularly enrolled in a law schwl in
Texas are eligible far sludent membership.
Student Dues (SDM). ..................... 20.00

